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In only 33 years, our southernmost independent unl.
versity has blossomed-under the warm Florida sun
-into
a 13,000-student institution, embracing a
College of Arts and Sciences, and seven other schools.

I f you're considering a
new library, or modernizing or
expanding an existing one,
consult Globe-Wernicke's free Library

Miami's libraries, containing nearly a half million
volumes, are distinguished for the quality of their
collections. The Law Library, fourth largest i n the
South, is hailed by jurists and scholars for its complete reference works, unusual collections of Roman
and British law, and rare volumes, including the 1520
edition of Justinian's "Corpus luris." The university
will soon have even greater library facilities. Plans
are now underway for a large new main library
building. In its law library, Miami has insisted on
high quality Globe-Wernicke Book Stacks, Study Carrels, and other library equipment.

Planning Staff for personal
service. Write today for complete
information, Dept. R-10

THE GLOBE-WERNICKE CO.

CINCINNATI 1 2 , O H I O

. . . makes business a pleasure
SPECIAL LIBRARIES

Now-for

the first time-scientists

in the space and physi-

cal sciences will be able to keep up with rapid-fire developments in such fields as missiles and rockets, electronics,
mathematics, computers, physics and instrumentation. A
unique service-Current Contents of Space and Physical
Sciences-enables you to locate essential reading in minutes. This new service is similar in concept to the Life Sciences Edition of Current Contents" which has proven itself
to more than 10,000 scientists and is now in its third year
of publication. Current Contents of Space and Physical Sciences satisfies the pressing need of physical scientists and
engineers to keep abreast of current scientific developments.
This new weekly service comprehensively reports the contents of 425 primary journals-over

100,000 individual articles per year. The inaugural issue will appear in January,
1961. For a gratis specimen copy and additional information,
write: Institute for Scientific Information, 1122 Spring Garden Street, Philadelphia 23, Pa.

* A weekly guide to the chemical, pharmaco-medical and life sciences, the Life Sciences Edition of Current
Contents lists the title of every article in more than 600 scientific journals-over
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130,000 articles per year.

Is Selecting Scientific and
Technical Books a Problem?
Use -

TECHNICAL BOOK
REVIEW INDEX
TBRI quotes reviews from more than
1,200 scientific, technical and trade
journals so there's no need to search
through catalogs, book lists, publishers' catalogs and hundreds of journals.
TBRI also provides complete bibliographical data on new English and foreign technical and scientific works.
Many cross references and annual
author index. Monthly September
through June.

STANDARDIZATION of our operations
meansfiner binding at lowest cost! Over
4,800 titles to choose from . . . more
than two dozen attractive colors, gold
lettered! Write today for more information, sample binding slips.

'

B l N D E RY

SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION
New York 3
31 East 10th Street

,703 lister street
kansas city, ma

An Important Reprint Nou; Available

-

-

American Oil Chemists' Society:
Journal
Formerly
Journal of Oil & Fat Industries.

Oil and Fat Industries.

Oil and Soap.

Volumes 1-15, 1924-1938
.
Cloth bound set. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $275.00
Paperboundset . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .245.00
Volumes 1- 2, 1924-1925, paper bound. . . .each $10.00
Volumes 3- 8, 1926-1931, paper bound. . . .each
Volumes 9-15, 1932-1938, paper bound. . . .each

20.00
15.00

JOHNSON REPRINT CORPORATION
NEW YORK AND LONDON
111 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 3

17 OLD QUEEN STREET, LONDON, S.W.l

announcing a NEW publication

CHEMICAL TITLES
I

the express service for increasing "current awareness" of new chemical research
Starting in January 1961, CHEMICAL TITLES will be issued twice
each month with each issue reporting approximately 3000 titles from
the most recent chemical research. This service provides a current
author and keyword index to selected chemical iournals and is intended to fill the void between primary publication and the appearance of abstracts.
Taken from 575 journals-1 10 Russian-of

pure and applied

chemistry, these titles are listed for maximum convenience of use.
The first part is a permuted title index in which keywords from each
title are arranged alphabetically with each keyword in full or
partial context. The second part is an alphabetical index of authors
together with full titles of papers and iournals in which they appear.
You can find a source in a minute.
Timeliness matches ease of use. All titles are found in the listing

zuithin t w o weeks of the time they are received in the offices of The
Chemical Abstracts Service, the publisher. No other index or alerting service provides such prompt and complete coverage.

Prices and discounts follow:
Rate per Volume
Base
College and
Rate
University
1st-10th subscriptions
$65 each
$50 each
Additional 1 lth-25th subscriptions
45 each
45 each
26th and each succeeding subscription
30 each
30 each
* Single subscription onlv

order from:

---
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Circulation Department
American Chemical Society
1155 Sixteenth Street, N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.

ACS
Member
$501

...

a compact 4-drawer c a r d file t h a t does the job of stacks of current newspapers
a n d back magazines, cumulative indexes, and ponderous reference volumesby providing i n one place all the f a c t s on a given s u b j e c t w i t h current events
set in proper perspective against their related historical backgrounds.
DEADLINE DATA ON WORLD A F F A I R S consists of a basic file of over
5,000 5 x 8 cards arranged i n alphabetical and chronological order i n a steel
cabinet (18 x 1 6 x 1 5 ) , with a subject index t o facilitate quick a n d easy use.

DEADLINE DATA O N W O R L D AFFAIRS
covers the domestic and foreign affairs of every nation of the world plus every
important international pact, conference, and organization a s well a s such
subject categories a s t h e Cold War, Disarmament, Asian-African Bloc, etc.
gives facts briefly, succinctly, objectively-without interpretation.
keeps you current-by providing weekly supplements (about 50 cards per
week) t h a t record the world's most recent events and expand and reevaluate
t h e past in t h e light of t h e new, setting i t i n proper historical perspective.
Thus-automatically, each week-you weed out t h e obsolete while you add t h e
new.
takes you deep within your field through numerous cross references t o
related topics and events you might otherwise have missed.
helps you analyze events by presenting them chronologically within t h e context of the country or subject a t hand.

-

START YOUR SUBSCRIPTION TODAY. Cost of the
DEADLINE DATA service to libraries and institutions
i s $200 (others pay $250). New subscribers need. of
course, the basic file of 5,000 cards and the metal
cabinet. This basic file, current and up-to-date as of
the day your service starts.is free to new subscribers
-an offer that is made possible only by the fact that
new subscribers almost invariably become regular
subscribers.

To subscribe to DEADLINE DATAt o get sample cards or full informatisn on our special trial offer, write:

R. R. BOWKER COMPANY
62 West 45th Street
New York 36, N. Y.
SPECIAL LIBRARIES

"INeA MATTER O F MINUTES. ONE CAN GET FROM DEADLINE
DATA A N OVERALL PICTURE O F ANY INTERNATIONAL PROBL E M OR ANY COUNTRY IN THE FIELD O F FOREIGN AFFAIRS,"
r e ~ o r t sChester M. Lewis, Librarian of the "New York Times,"
w i e r e DEADLINE DATA is used in
DEADLINE DATA
five different sections.
"Our Foreign Desk, the Editorial Reference Library, and the staff of the 'Review of the Week'
W O R L D AFFAIRS
a s well a s our Washington and Moscow Bureaus
now in assoolatlon with
all use it," continues Mr. Lewis. "We have
R. R. BOWKER CO.
found i t to be extremely valuable. The dates and
background information in DEADLINE DATA
DEADLINE DATA was originated in
a r e accurate and completely dependable. Be1955 by a group of public-spirited
citizens whose own experience in
cause i t condenses and synthesizes the news, it
the Foreign Policy Association, in
is quick and easy to use."
the State Department, etc., made
them realize how often libraries and
researchers are faced with the problem of locating "everything on the
Use D E A D L I N E D A T A
Congo," or "the latest on the European Common Market," and how dift o answer queries about specific events and
ficult this is to provide out of back
dates
newspaper volumes, no matter how
well indexed.
to guide students and researchers delving
And, the R . R . Bowker Company,
realizing today's critical need to
into a special international problem
keep abreast of world affairs-and
specifically the library's responsito provide a framework and perspective for
bility in providing accessible inforanyone writing a speech o r paper on a given
mation, has joined the DEADLINE
country, area, o r problem in world affairs
DATA, Inc. to make this valuable research service available to all who
need an authoritative ready referto facilitate parallel study of events in two o r
ence on international relations.
more countries by comparing cards side-byside

...

Here are a few of the current subscribers to DEADLINE DATA
(ask us for the names of those nearest you)
Johns Hopkins University
Columbia University
Michigan State University
University of Illinois
National Broadcasting Company
Yale University
Senate Foreign Relations Committee
A & M College of Texas
Chase Manhattan Bank
University of Delaware
United Nations
Roosevelt University, Chicago
Boeing Airplane Company
Princeton University
General Electric
Lowell Technological Institute
Encyclopaedia Britannica
American University
Brookings Institution
Beirut, Lebanon
British House of Commons
Cite Universitaire, Quebec
Senate Foreign Relations Committee
Christian Science Monitor
Los Angeles City Board of Education
Central Intelligence Agency
British Broadcasting Company
The Wall Street Journal

-

To start your subscription or to get
more information on DEADLINE DATA, write

R. R. BOWKER COMPANY
62 WEST 4 5 T H STREET
NOVEMBER 1960

NEW VORK 36, N.V.

How to bury a problem
before it buries vou!
When it's a problem of getting t h e
background on some event or situation,
why risk being buried up to your neck
in research- and perhaps frustration ?
Take i t easy. Take a look a t The
New Y o r k T i m e s I n d e x . S e e h o w
quickly i t leads you to t h e facts you a r e
trying to find.
I n each twice-a-month issue, the
news is organized and s u m m a r i z e d
under thousands of alphabetically a r ranged headings. Each listing is dated
to show when (and on what page) the
story appeared in The New York Times,
o r when i t may have run in other news
publications you file.
And often T h e Index alone will fully
answer your questions. All the facts

you need a r e right there, in a news
summary.
All over the country, more and more
librarians a r e using The New York
Times Index to speed up news research
and bring order out of confusion. Most
of them g e t t h e complete service consisting of the twice-a-month Index
plus the Cumulative Annual Volume all for $85 a year. A few subscribers
take only t h e twice-a-month issues, a t
$50 a year.
I f you've been p a s s i n g u p t h i s
famous time and labor-saving service,
there is no better time than now t o get
your subscription started. Your order
will get immediate attention.

THE NEW YORK TIMES INDEX

SPECIAL LIBRARIES

I

Standard's
,ibrarg Furniture

For The Reference Library-

A Checklist for the
Organization, Operation
and Evaluation o f a
Company Library
EVALOU FISHER
Part I presents general problems; Part II

:\..

-

Form and function combine with
specialized craftsmanship and the
finest materials to make
Standard's line of library furniture
the complete answer to your
library operation and decor.

covers specific operational

problems;

Part 111 recommends a minimum plan.

Suggested reading lists. Appendix. Index.
64 pages
1960
$2.00

Sources o f
Commodity Prices
PAULWASSERMAN,
COMPILER
For more than 6800 commodities are
given periodicals publishing prices, market or markets where prices are effective
and frequency with which prices appear
in the periodicals.
176 pages

.

DESIGNED.. by our own technical staff
working with the nation's top library furniture designers.

..

of rugged, longservice hard woods, implemented by the finest traditionally proved cabinetry techniques - and hand finished to
gleaming perfection.
BUILT.

UNCONDITIONALLY
GUARANTEED..

.

against warping, splitting and
defects of material and workmanship
for a full year.
The famous, nationally reco nized and accepted Donnell line of litrary furniture
1s exclusively manufactured by Standard
Wood Products.
Send today for our latest catalog.
Study it at your leisure. Then call in
our free planning service specialists
to get maximum quality, service and
layout efficiency. No obligation, of
course,

1960

$5.00

Translators and
Translations : Services
and Sources
FRANCESE. KAISER,EDITOR
A directory of 154 translators in the
United States, 42 translation pools
throughout the world and 83 detailed
references to published bibliographies of
translations. Appendices and index.
64 pages
1959
$2.50

Picture Sources :
An Introductory List
H E L E NFAYE,EDITOR
Gives the address, telephone number,
picture librarian, size, subjects, dates
and types of material in collection and
conditions of use of 398 sources of pictures. Subject and source indexes a n d
lists of "Picture-Finding Tools."
128 pages
l9S9
$3.50

SPECIAL LIBRARIES
ASSOCIATION
31 East 10th St., NewYork3, N.Y.
10 Columbus Circle
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New York 19, N. Y-

Manuscript Editions of
TELBERG BOOK COMPANY
WHO'S WHO I N SOVIET SCIENCE
A N D TECHNOLOGY, 1960
$12.80
RUSSIAN-ENGLISH GEOGRAPHICAL
ENCYCLOPEDIA, 1960
DICTIONARY OF SOVIET LEGAL
TERMS A N D CONCEPTS, 1961
BASIC RUSSIAN-ENGLISH
GEOLOGICAL DICTIONARY, 2nd
ed.
1%0
- - ~.

RUSSIAN-ENGLISH DICTIONARY
OF EARTH SCIENCES 1961
WHO'S WHO I N SOVIET SOCIAL
SCIENCES, HUMANITIES, ART
A N D GOVERNMENT. 1961
RUSSIAN-ENGLTSH GLOSSARY OF
STATISTICAL TERMS 1959
RUSSIAN-ENGLISH NAUTICAL
DICTIONARY 1958
DICTIONARY OF RUSSIAN
GEOGRAPHICAL NAMES
GEOLOGICAL MAP OF I R A N 1960
(1 :7,500 000)
POPULATION MAP OF USSR 1959
(1 :5,000,000
GEOLOGICAL MAP OF KOREA
1:5,000,000 (From Soviet sources) 1961

TELBERG BOOK COMPANY
Specialists in Russian Scientific Literature
Since 1920

544 Sixth Avenue New York 11, N. Y.

VOLUME
1 PROGRESS I N ATOMIC ENERGY, 525 pages
33 INDEX OF THE PROCEEDINGS

$12.50
$16.50

NUCLEAR MATERIALS
2 SURVEY OF RAW MATERIAL RESOURCES,
846 pages
3 PROCESSING OF RAW MATERIALS, 612

$18.50

4 PR"~"%;TION
OF NUCLEAR MATERIALS
AND ISOTOPES, 644 pages
5 PROPERTIES OF REACTOR MATERIALS,
627 pages

$16.50

$15.00

$14.00

REACTORS
6 BASIC METALLURGY AND FABRICATION
OF FUELS, 720 pages
$18.00
7 REACTOR TECHNOLOGY, 858 pages
$19.50
8 NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, PART 1, 584
pages
$14.00
9 NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS, PART 11, 538
pages
$17.50
10 RESEARCH REACTORS, 548 pages
$18.50
11 REACTOR SAFETY AND CONTROL, 608 pages $15.50
12 REACTOR PHYSICS, 774 pages
$18.50
13 REACTOR PHYSICS AND ECONOMICS, 635
pages
$1 8.50

PHYSICS

MAGAFILES

14 NUCLEAR PHYSICS AND INSTRUMENTATION,
492 pages
15 PHYSICS I N NUCLEAR ENERGY, 476 pages
16 NUCLEAR DATA AND REACTOR THEORY.
744 pages
30 FUNDAMENTAL PHYSICS, 342 pages

$17.00
$12.50
$18.50
$10.50

CHEMISTRY
17 PROCESSING IRRADIATED FUELS AND
RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS, 709 panes
18 WASTE TREATMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL
ASPECTS OF ATOMIC ENERGY, 624 pages
19 THE USE OF ISOTOPES: INDUSTRIAL USE,
366 pages
20 ISOTOPES I N RESEARCH, 296 pages
28 BASIC CHEMISTRY I N NUCLEAR ENERGY.
685 pages
29 CHEMICAL EFFECTS OF RADIATION, 475
pages

The most practical and economical files
for u h n d magarines and ponapk)ets.

Free sample MAGAFILE-with complete descriptionand price list-will be
sent upon request. It must sell i b l f
-no salesman follow-up. See, try and
prove to your own satisfaction with no
obligation. A card today will bring a
sample MAGAFILE by return mail.

THE MAGAFlLE CO.
P. 0 . BOX 3121 a ST. LOUIS 30, MO.

$18.00
$16.50
$12.50
$10.00
$18.50
$14.50

BIOLOGY AND MEDICINE
21 HEALTH AND SAFETY: DOSIMETRY AND
STANDARDS, 249 pages
22 BIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF RADIATION,
552 pages
23 EXPERIENCE I N RADIOLOGICAL
PROTECTION, 468 pages
24 ISOTOPES I N BIOCHEMISTRY AND
PHYSIOLOGY, PART 1, 308 pages
25 ISOTOPES I N BIOCHEMISTRY AND
PHYSIOLOGY, PART 11, 312 pages
26 ISOTOPES I N MEDICINE, 460 pages
27 ISOTOPES I N AGRICULTURE. 455 pages

CONTROLLED FUSION
31 THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS
OF CONTROLLED FUSION, 390 pages
$15.00
32 CONTROLLED FUSION DEVICES, 462 pages $15.00
Abridged French and Spanish editions (13 volumes each)
now i n preparation. For further information please consult your bookstore or UNITED NATIONS Sales Section,
New York, N. Y. Brochures available on request.

SPECIAL LIBRARIES

Heckman gives you Economy. Dependability
28 Day Servlce, plus the finest Qual~tyavailable:
Write or call North Manchester. Ind. today for
complete iniormat~on!

I

BOUND TO PLEASE@

I

New
ROBERT SCHATTEN
NORM IDEALS OF COMPLETELY
CONTINUOUS OPERATORS
Ergebnisse Dcr- Mathrmntik, n.f., vol. 27, English Text, Berlin, 1960, $5.66

KIYOSHI NOSHIRO

CLUSTER SETS
Ergebnisse Drv ~Mnthemntik,n.f., vol. 28, English Text, Berlin, 1960, $8.64

STECHERT-HAFNER. Inc.
FOUNDED IN NEW YORK 1872

T h e

Wotld's

I

L e a d i q Sutetrtatiooal Booksellets

31 East 10th Street, N e w York 3, N. Y.
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Now available

....

THE INDEX TO ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY'S
YEARS OF GREATEST GROWTH
Now you can open the door to the recent literature on analytical
chemistry in one operation, saving hours of searching. Analytical
Chemistry's new Fifteen-Year Index unfolds the panorama of analytical work for the important years 1944 through 1958. The growing
role of the analytical chemist is shown in the fact that this index
covers two and one half times the number of pages on original research as the preceding 15-year index.
There have been major changes in scope. Physical methods using
complex instruments have forged ahead. This period, which also
marks the rise of the new atomic era, has ushered in the use of radioactivation analysis. It has witnessed the arrival of such important
analytical tools as gas chromatography, polarography, and magnetic
resonance spectrometry. New techniques have come forth to meet the
need for trace analysis in parts per million or per billion.
These are just some of the reasons why no analytical chemistnor those who supply him with information-can afford to miss this
compact guide to research progress. It covers the years most vital to
analytical work today. It will save time, save effort, save costs-and
furnish new ideas for forward planning.
Analytical Chemistry Fifteen-Year Collective Index, Volumes 16-30
174 pages
paper bound
$9.00

-

.

Note: This index can be purchased together with the first 15-year collective
index (1929-1943), giving the whole sweep of thirty years of analytical work.
Bound together, the two indexes are priced at $11.50.

order from: Special Issues Sales
American Chemical Society
1155 Sixteenth Street, N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.

SPECIAL LIBRARIES
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t o August, at 73 Main Street, Rrattleboro. Vermont. Editorial Offices: 31 ~ a s t10 St.. T e w Y o i k 3, Y e w York.
Subscriptiom: U. S . 87; foreign. %?..in: single copies 776.
u~ronrl c l a s ~ posta.ge pair1 a t Rrattleboro.
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Papers published i n SPECIAL LIBRARIES ezprms the v i e i c ~ of the authors and do not represent
the opinion or the policg o f the editorial staff or the p u b l b h ~ ~Mant~wripts
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New reference book fills 14 year gap
in government documents classification

DOCUMENTS OFFICE CLASSIFICATION NUMBERS
FOR CUTTERED DOCUMENTS, 1910-1924
by Mary Elizabeth Poole and Ella Frances Smith
Painstaking accumulation of lists from many sources has
resulted in this valuable compilation of numbers for individual
documents in Cuttered classes. This work covers the
period between the 1909 Checklist and the time DocAlso by Miss Poole:
uments
Office Classification numbers began to be
Documents office classification to 1958. Ann Arlisted in the Monthly Catalog. It is in two parts. The
bor, Univ. Microfilms,
first, by Miss Poole, covers A-Y3; the second, by
1958.
OP 16 $58.80
Miss Smith, is from Y4-Y9. Book size is approxiHistory references from
the Industrial Arts Index,
mately 61/2x81/4, bound in cloth, price $25.00 a copy.
191 3-1 957. Ann Arbor,
Univ. Microfilms, 1 9 5 8
Order now, during publication, for prompt delivery.
OP 440 $5.50
Order OP 6268.

U N I V E R S I T Y M I C R O F I L M S , INC.
313 N. F I R S T S T R E E T ,

A N N ARBOR,

MICHIGAN

SPECIAL LIBRARIES

Some Functions, Interactions and
Problems of Communication
W. KENNETH LOWRY, Manager, Technical Information Libraries
Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., Murray Hill, New Jersey

T

HE

PROBLEMS OF

communication in a
society as complex as ours
are well-known. For those
whose sole business it is
to facilitate communication, there is unlimited
o p *p o r t u n i t v a n d c h a l lenge. The nature of the problems involved
is such that they are susceptible to study and
improvement. It is not surprising that many
involved in this work are investigating the
applications of machines to information handling functions as an aid to communication.
What is the significance of these machine
investigations for library operations? Are the
basic problems faced by libraries susceptible
to machine solutions ?
Communication involves a number of
functions, and it is well to keep in mind that
information storage and retrieval are just two
of these. In a community direct contact is not
always possible, and consequently an elaborate system of communication devices and
filters have been developed as an alternative.
Although these devices have been useful
in certain respects, they have also presented
new problems in communication. Attempts
have been made to cope with the mass of
written information by preparing abstracts,
indexes, classifications, bibliographies and
other filtering devices. In the process meaning has often been lost or distorted. In many
instances the use of such devices requires a
specialized knowledge of their structures and
limitations, which is held only by those who
designed them. This has discouraged their
use by those for whom they were supposedly
designed. As in the case of primary publications, the number of secondary publications
L
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(information filters) has become so large
that it is not possible for most people to keep
pace with even filtered information. There
are several hundred abstracting and indexing
services in science alone.
There are a number of basic communication functions affecting most libraries; for
each there are problem areas. Isolating problem areas for each function is in itself a
rather formidable job, but they can be conveniently grouped under three general categories as problems of meaning, problems of
machines and problems of operation. I shall
try to demonstrate the importance of attacking these problems on the basis of interfunctional relationship rather than in isolation.
The first communication function is WRITING AND EDITINGarticles or books FOR PUBLICATION. In performing this function, authors must observe the constraints imposed
by publishers and printers regarding format
and presentation. They must also write with
the objective of offering new contributions
to knowledge. This requirement does not
argue against authors who provide useful
syntheses of published literature, but it is
one that applies to "rehash" artists. The
problem posed by the function of writing,
insofar as librarians are concerned, is to determine from what is written that which
constitutes meaningful and useful items for
the library clientele to be served. What aid
can be expected from machines in solving
the intellectual problem of selecting useful
publications for library collections ?
The second communication function is
PRINTINGAND PUBLISHING,and here again
librarians are faced with the problem of
selection. Publishers also have the problem
of selecting manuscripts that will be well received in a highly competitive market. Associated with this is timeliness. Can machines
assist in determining what is timely and
useful ?

A third communication function involves
OF WHAT
the general ANNOUNCEMENT
SO that librarians and
HASB E E N PUBLISHED
others may obtain it. Through publishers' announcements, book reviews and special aids
such as those published by R. R. Bowker
Company, it is not too difficult to learn of
publications available in the United States.
On the other hand, most libraries do not
readily learn of the vast majority of foreign
publications, and this poses a problem with
items of possible interest. Is it likely that
machine systems can help solve this problem ?
The three foregoing communication functions affect library operations, but the problems associated with them are largely beyond
the control of libraries. Whether these roblems can be solved, with or without the aid
of machine systems, will probably be determined by actions taken by authors, editors,
printers and publishers. Any library influence
will take the form of persuasion or cooperation with these groups.
The following nine communication functions are, however, in large measure within
the control of libraries, and decisions on
eliminating or correcting problem areas must
be made by librarians. Since these are functions of individual libraries, they will be
treated as such rather than as functions and
problems affecting the library profession as
a whole.
After information is written, published
and announced, the librarian must determine
what portion of the total he needs to meet
his local reauirements. H e must select. SELECTION demands determination of valid
information requirements, a most difficult
problem but a necessary function of communication in library operations. I t cannot
be adequately handled by simply checking
library holdings or circulation statistics, although this may be helpful. Nor can it be
expected that occasional requests for purchase offered by patrons will help materially.
The information required must be obtained
from users, and to be meaningful, a user
should define his needs rather accurately.
But how is he to do this? H e is unsure
as to what his future information resuirements will be, and he frequently does not
know what information in peripheral areas

of interest will be of value to his work. To
date attempts have been made to establish
better information requirement fixes by
studies and surveys of various types, and
these are much needed to turn librarians
away from the "by guess and by gosh" approach. Machines have been used for tabulation and correlation of results, but the basic
problem remains. Can we expect a machine
system to tell what information should be
acquired by a library prior to the time a user
is aware that he needs that information ?
A fifth function performed by libraries is
the PHYSICALACQUISITIONOF INFORMATION to meet needs. The problems here are
largely operational and can usually be handled by good management and simple equipment. It is doubtful that machines as sophisticated as electronic computers would be
useful except possibly in very large libraries.
The sixth function, and probably that
about which librarians are less in agreement
than any other, concerns the SUBJECTANALYSIS AND ORGANIZATION
OF INFORMATION.
It is here that the ageless problems of classification, indexing and coding are encountered. I should emphasize that these are intellectual problems first and operational
problems second. In some cases they may be
susceptible to solution by statistical analysis
of the use of language, but experiments in
this direction are far from conclusive at the
present time. In striving for solutions by this
method, the use of machines in connection
with word frequency counts is not nearly so
important as the concepts. Machines are indispensable as a means for testing concepts,
but they are in no sense the progenitor of
the ideas involved.
The problems of information analysis and
organization are directly related to those of
information requirements, retrieval systems
and information use. They also constitute the
principal difficulty encountered by library
users in their attempts to retrieve information
from most libraries. T o a certain degree
newer machine systems will affect and aid
attempts to solve these problems, but basic
improvements will depend largely on intellectual and operational advances. Good basic
research and good management are the prime
requisites; good machines are secondary.
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After information is acquired and put
under bibliographic control, most libraries
undertake to announce to their users the new
information available to them. LOCALANNOUNCEMENT usually is a selective process
geared to local information requirements and
is one of several filtering devices used to
keep readers currently aware of new information. The problem in announcement is to
select significant items of interest, announce
them promptly and determine the best format and arrangement of announcement vehicles. W e have found that to do this effectively at Bell Laboratories requires four types
of bulletins to cover specific segments of our
literature interests. W e would be more than
pleased to turn this job over to a computer
but, with one exception, fail to see how any
advantage would be gained by doing so.
An eighth function of communication is
STORAGEOF INFORMATIONAS PHYSICAL
OBJECTSOR AS DISTILLATES
in the form of
abstracts, classifications, indexes or other
forms. The problems of physical storage
posed by an increasing literature would seem
best resolved by wise selection and weeding
policies coupled with the assistance offered
by cooperative acquisition, microforms and
secondary storage programs. It is possible
that conventional techniques of physical
storage may be significantly improved with
the probable developments in facsimile transmission and reproduction equipment within
the next few years.
Right now the storage of bibliographical
data, i.e., information about information, can
be accomplished on magnetic tape or film as
readily as on a 3 x 5 inch catalog card. Titles,
abstracts, even books may be put on tape and
stored if desired. There are no major machine problems preventing this. The chief
reasons for not doing it are economic and
the need for effective retrieval techniques.
The ninth communication function is INFORMATION RETRIEVAL.
How does a librarian insure that information in the library, which users need, is retrieved when
requested? This requires first, that a library
have a retrieval system that can produce information adequately and second, that requests for information can be readily transNOVEMBER 1960

lated into the language used by the system
for retrieval. The retrieval language may be
subject headings, class numbers, code numbers or any of several other forms.
Conventional library retrieval systems
leave much to be desired, so let us consider
some of the reasons for their failure. Is it
because the library is unaware of the information requirements of its users and consequently fails to include them in its collection ? Is it due to faulty analysis and indexing
on the part of the cataloger? Is it the result
of a policy that prescribes specific headings
or general headings ? Are the library rules on
how to use the catalog so complicated that
they discourage users? Is it because the language of requests cannot readily be translated into the language of the retrieval system? Is the system so complex that the user
cannot employ it successfully without special
knowledge of its design? Obviously, an affirmative to any of these questions could
conceivably give the reason for failure of a
system. The interesting fact is that machine
systems could fail for exactly the same reasons. They must cope with these problems
no less than manual systems.
Another function of libraries is to PROVIDE LOANOR REPRODUCTION
COPIESof its
materials to patrons. There is a basic conflict
between the reference function and loan
function of most libraries that is not easily
resolved except by costly duplication of materials. For those who cannot always come to
the library and read information on site, the
circulation of library materials is essential.
On the other hand, a research worker who has
a list of references he wishes to consult in the
library is frustrated when items he needs are
out on loan. H e is further dismayed if the
circulation files cannot put him in contact
with the co-worker who has borrowed the
item he urgently requires. The simple solution to the reference-circulation conflict would
be not to lend items at all but instead provide
reproductions of books and journal articles
upon demand. Although simple in concept,
this poses practical difficulties, including
those of copyright. However, with the rapid
advances being made in machine technology
and current attempts to deal with the copy-

right problem, it is very likely that machines
will do much to help solve this problem.
Similarly, there is no reason to doubt that the
technical problems associated with mechanized charge-out systems will be eliminated
if competent attention is paid to these problems.
The eleventh communication function concerns INFORMATION
TRANSMISSION,
which
is closely allied to the loan and reproduction
funztions. The techniques available for transmission of written information may range
from handing a book to a customer at the
loan desk to the automatic display of abstracts on a television receiver at a scientist's
desk. Measured in terms of newly developed
techniques of data transmission, we have to
admit that the time required to complete an
interlibrary loan between the East and West
Coasts seems rather excessive. The week or
more in transit represents not only a delay
in getting information to a user but also
means the book is unavailable for use by
anyone. This may not present a problem in
most cases, but to the degree that it does, libraries are hampered in efficiently performing their communication function. It is a
suitable area for further development of
facsimile and other transmission systems.
The last function of communication with
which most librarians are concerned is that
pertaining to USE OF SERVICES
AND MATENALS PROVIDED
BY THE LIBRARY.Studies
and surveys in this area are essential to assist
in the planning and development of programs to meet local needs. They are also of
value in eliminating nonessential and costly
services yielding a low return on the library
investment. Machines can be of assistance in
analyzing and correlating data resulting from
use studies, workload statistics and business
operations of the library. Such machines are
of a relatively low level of sophistication and
are readily available to most libraries.
Interrelationship of Functions

The foregoing indicates some of the basic
functions and problems of a library when
viewed as a communication system and attempts to assess these in the light of new,
evolving documentation techniques. To what
degree these techniques may help, there is

some uncertainty. One thing is certain, however-if
their potential values are not investigated and if experiments are not made
with machine systems, their applications to
library operations will remain a mystery.
The functions and problems discussed
have been with libraries for years, and many
librarians are concerned that seemingly little
progress has been made in coping with them.
Perhaps this is because attempts to improve
one problem area of library operations has
aggravated the situation in other areas. I recall an example some years back where an
organization was much concerned about the
adequacy of its science collections and spent
several hundred thousand dollars to take care
of this problem. The influx of materials created a major cataloging problem, and although funds for book purchases were readily
supplied, it was impossible to obtain either
funds or personnel for additional catalogers.
At last report most of the valuable publications were resting comfortably in a warehouse. This is obviously a miserable way to
run a library.
A library is a communication system, and
like any system it has certain inputs, operands and outputs. The efficiency of a library
system, or any system, will be determined by
the success in correlating and bringing into
phase the various subsystems involved. The
communication objective of a library is obvious and simple--it is to bring the reader
to the book. It is not to select, control, store,
retrieve, compile-these
are functions of
communication, not objectives.
The systems approach aims at tying these
functions together with careful attention to
their relationship; for they interact and compete with each other, constantly tending to
put the communication system out of phase.
It aims at gaining reasonable balance and
orderly operation of a system in terms of its
objective. These principles are just as valid
for machine systems as for manual systems,
and librarians contemplating machine systems should not be misled into believing that
a piece of expensive hardware is the answer
to all their problems. It takes more than
machines to make the library a truly effective
communication device.
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The Big Black Box a t Your
Beck and Call
DR. KARL F. HEUMANN, Director, Office of Documentation
National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council, Washington, D. C.

ou
than
you think you do."
"Y
With these encouraging
KNOW MORE

words the most famous
baby and child care book
ever written seeks to
orient its readers to the
tasks before them. If I
can approach the subject of computers with
even a tenth of Dr. Spock's common sense, I
shall be satisfied.
Imagine that somewhere in your company
there is a new computer. Your management
didn't buy it for the library but because there
was some "pay-off application," which simply means that it was installed because it
was expected to save money.
Two different situations affecting the library might exist. The less likely one is that
early in planning someone asked~thelibrarian
for his forecast of possible uses of the computer, someone took these forecasts into account in scheduling, and someone actually
notified the library when plans were ready
and the computer delivered.
A much more likelv situation would be
that the computer was considered, planned
for, purchased, installed and put into use
without the slightest consideration being
given to the possibility of its library use.
Then, when the pay-off application turned
out to use up only about three and a half
days each week, sbmebody started to comb
the company for other applications, and he
finally entered the library. From that point
on there might be sporadic efforts to fill the
unused time, but since any realistic estimate
of library use comes to several hours a week
at most, further progress would be up to the
--
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librarian. Just how this should be done depends pretty much on local conditions, but I
can give one further hint-all managements
are sensitive to costs, and even experiments
that might lead to savings can be legitimately
supported by the librarian, not to mention
more obvious or direct uses. I would particularly caution against becoming involved with
computers because "it is the thing to do" or
because of some intra-company competition.
Only a program of fully-worked-out costs
and procedures can really reflect successfully
on the library.
Relations to Manufacturers and Programers

Manufacturers of data-processing equipment are interested in promoting the best
and most extensive use of their equipment in
a customer's own circumstances. For this reason a manufacturer's representative is often a
good person for a librarian to know and to
educate in library problems. The representative probably knows more about the black
box than anyone else, particularly in cases
where some special piece of equipment-a
typewriter linked to a paper punch or a device to print out a special form for instance
-is obviously needed. He can often suggest
an appropriate device or, in case it doesn't
exist, see about having it built. The dataprocessing industry has come so far so fast
in the past five years that no request can be
totally unrelated to some previous problem,
and a librarian's needs often connect with
other, earlier work. It's a good idea to know
the engineer who installs and services the
black box.
Programers can be helpful people to know
too, for they are the clever intermediaries between a librarian's ideas and wishes and the
precise "machinese" necessary to describe
them usefully for machine implementation.

'

At one time programing was not only much
more difficult than it now is but was also
very time-consuming-programs
requiring a
man-year to write were not uncommon.
Things have improved greatly in the past
few years and are likely to continue improving. It should be a matter of prior arrangement that programing skills are available to
the librarian and that programers have some
general grasp of library problems and procedures. The facts of life about acquisitions,
purchase, cataloging, circulation and reference work ought to be discussed at length
with these programers. At a time the library
wishes to start some work, they will then
have a common store of terms and background, and it will not be necessary to carry
out a hasty educational program.
It is particularly useful to have programers look at the whole library operation so
that a mechanized arrangement for one aspect does not put other parts out of balance.
This is practically the whole meaning to the
widely-used phrase, "the systems approach."
A rumor has reached me about a large library
where the acquisition procedures, especially
purchasing of books and periodicals, was
thoroughly reorganized to use mechanical
aids where possible, with the perhaps predictable result that mountainous piles of
books now exist in the cataloging department. T o put this another way, a friend of
mine says that experiences such as these remind him of a hobby horse factory where all
the tails are inserted by a high-speed tail-inserter and all the decorations are painted on
by hand.
It is also possible that programers may
have pieces of programs already available
that by being patched together with but little
new work can be helpful. There is widespread sharing of already-written programs
in the data-processing industry, and a librarian's efforts to tap this source are likely to
be rewarded. This is particularly likely in the
area of literature searching where quite a lot
of work is going on.
Relations to Users

The point of all this, of course, is to take
advantage of what a machine can contribute

to increase library service to users. Whenever an acquisitions program runs smoother
or is more current, whenever records are more
accurate and up-to-the-minute, whenever the
catalog has been aided in some special category, whenever control of classified material
is appreciably improved, then the machines
have been used wisely for the librarian has
made them his servant to aid the techniques
in which he already is an expert. New approaches should not be ruled out, but if
a librarian will start with his own knowledge
first and build on that, later experimentation
ought to be soundly based.
I am particularly interested in the prospect
of machine searching of technical literature,
and it is here that many library skills can be
used. One of the most vital of these skills is
a procedure known in "documentalese" as
"negotiation of the question," and any experience a librarian may have had in reference work will certainly be pertinent and
useful here. After facing for years questions
like, "I want to know something about organic chemistry" or "Is there a book on
manufacturing techniques in the library ?" it
should not be difficult to transfer reference
techniques to a new environment. As usual,
the more one knows about subject analysis,
whether indexing, classification, subject heading or whatever, the better he will be able
to serve inquirers. The tremendous speed
and capacity of the devices now available, or
promised, should be a constant challenge to
expand and experiment with reference services.
Very little concrete information is now
available on some "best method" of performing any of the activities I have mentioned with the help of machines. To me
this is an exciting situation, one in which
good ideas should be tried out in as many
cases as possible. Compromise and standardization will come soon enough. It has happened over and over again that insights into
these problems have preceded by years their
theoretical justifications. W e are probably
living in a formative period that ten years
from now will seem of the utmost importance in establishing significant guidelines in
this area.
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The Principles of Computer Operation
DR. I. A. WARHEIT, Information Retrieval Systems
Advanced Systems Development Division, IBM Corporation, Washington, D. C.

work has been a
great mystery to many people and the
T
subject of endless cartoons and jokes. ComHE WAY COMPUTERS

puters are, of course, extremely complicated
machines composed of thousands of elaborate
electronic circuits. Like most mechanisms,
however, their basic principles are easy to
understand.
As librarians, we are going to use computer-like devices for our reference work
and for preparing bibliographies. W e should
become as familiar with these machines as
we are with our current library gadgets.
B. R. Faden* wrote an excellent series of
articles on punched card equipment last year
in Special Libraries; in this presentation, I
shall omit punched cards and confine the discussion to electronic digital computers. These
are the devices that will be used as information storage and retrieval machines.
Binary Concepts

The binary or "base 2" principle is the
basic concept on which computer machines
work. Essentially, all the machine can tell is
if something is present or absent. Either

there is a hole in a card or there isn't; either
there is an electrical current flowing or there
isn't; either there is a magnetic spot with one
polarity or another; either a light is on or it
is off; either a relay has an open contact or
it is closed (Figure 1). Using the two symbols 0 and 1 to represent all quantities, here
is how a machine counts :

and so on.
Thus the positions do not represent units,
tens, hundreds or thousands as in the decimal system; rather they signify units, twos,
fours, eights, sixteens and so on. The on and
off condition shown by the 1's and 0's is referred to as a BIT of information. Thus for
the digit 1 the 1 bit is on; for the digit 2 the
2 bit is o n ; for the digit 3 the 1 and the 2
bits are on, and so on.
Some machines are pure binary, while
others are binary coded decimal. This means
that instead of binary bits continuing indefinitely, a new four-column field is started
at each decimal. These bit codes are also used
to code alphabetic characters. Such codes are
referred to as alphameric codes. Figure 2
shows a seven bit alphameric code. The lower
four positions are the numerical section, the

* FADEN,B.

R. Information Retrieval. Special Li-

braries, vol. 50, 1959, p. 162-5; 197-200; 244-9,
392-7.

Figure 1
Different types of absent-present situations.
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Figure 2
A seven bit alphameric code for a binary coded decimal machine.

next two positions marked A and B are the
zone section, and the top line marked C has
what is known as the check bit. T o code A
there are 1-bits in zones A and B and in the
1 position; B is shown by 1-bits in zones
A and B and in the 2 position; C by 1-bits
in zones A and B and in the 1 and 2 positions. This is continued through the first nine
letters, and then the zone bit is changed so
that J is shown by 1-bits in zone B and in
the 1 position. This is continued for nine
more letters, and the zone mark is changed
again so that the letters S through Z use the
A zone and the numerical positions.
Thus the binary coded decimal consists of
six binary positions divided as follows:
(0 is equal to 1010)
00 0001 through 00 1010 represent 1-9, 0
11 000 1 through 1 1 1001 represent A- 1
1 0 0001 through 10 1001 represent J-R
01 0001 through 01 1001 represent S-Z
T h e top zone marked C is referred to as
the check bit. This is a mechanism that the
machine uses to check itself and is called a
PARITY CHECK. A character stored in the
machine is checked each time it is moved
from one location to another to make certain
it has an even number of bits. In order to
meet this test, the C bit or check bit is set
on or off for each character being stored in
this binary coded decimal. As this conversion
is made, a device in the machine counts the
number of on bits in positions 1, 2, 4, 8, A
and B. If the character consists of an odd
number of bits, the C bit is set o n ; if the
character consists of an even number of bits,
the C bit is set off. Thus a check bit is added
for numbers 1, 2 , 4, 7 , and 8 and for alphabetic characters A, B, D, G, H and so on.
Thus every time a character moves through a

circuit, the machine checks the number of
bits moved. If it is an even number, everything is all right. If it is an odd number,
the machine stops and flashes an error signal.
There are, of course, other code configurations such as eight bit codes with an odd
number parity check, but the principle remains the same.
Stored Programs

The basic philosophy of a data processing
system is that there is a self-controlled performance of procedures. This is simply a
series of actions or movements, each depending on another and requiring no operator
intervention in the completion of the series.
A common example of such a series of actions is the performance of an automatic
record changer. Such a series of actions is
called a program. In data processing systems
the program is, of course, very much more
complex than that of a record changer. In
punched-card data processing, the wires in
the control panel actually comprise the program of instructions. A program can be
changed by changing the wires or removing
one control panel and replacing it with another.
A stored-program data processing system
has a great deal more flexibility and capacity
than is possible with a unit-record system,
i.e., punched-card equipment. A stored program involves storing a set of program steps
or instructions in the machine. The basic requirement, therefore, is a memory where information can be stored. This memory can
be any number of devices: a magnetic core,
a magnetic drum, a magnetic tape, a deck of
punched cards or other new, special devices.
Usually, in addition to the main memory,
SPECIAL LIBRARIES

there are auxiliary storage units where information may be stored temporarily or the
results of arithmetic may be accumulated.
T o deposit information in the memory requires some form of input. This has to be a
series of electrical signals usually generated
from machine-readable text or from keys and
switches. This input can be from punched
cards, perforated paper tape, magnetic tape,
a keyboard or magnetic ink as used on some
bank checks.
Having been stored, the information now
must be manipulated. This is done by the
arithmetic and logic unit, which is usually
referred to as the central processing unit
(CPU). The logic of a machine is its ability
to execute program steps, to evaluate conditions and select alternative program steps on
the basis of those conditions. The logic controls COMPARISONS, BRANCHINGS (alternative decisions), MOVE and LOAD operations
(transfer of data or instructions). For example, the contents of the auxiliary storage
can be compared against information in
memory. It can be determined if the record
in storage is higher, lower or equal to the
corresponding data in memory. This highlow-equal compare is used, for instance,
when alphabetizing names or searching for
a specific subject -heading. For example,
when comparing the name Smith in storage
with the name Jones in memory, Smith is
"higher" than Jones ; compared with Smith,
Jones is "lower." In comparing numerical
fields, the numbers may be compared directly
or by using arithmetic. If the storage field is
subtracted from the memory field, a negative
result indicates that the storage field is
higher. A positive result indicates that the
storage field is lower, while a zero result
indicates that the fields are equal.
After the information has been manipulated. it has to be delivered to the user. The
output can be in the form of a punched paper
tape, a magnetic tape, a printed record or a
typewritten message.
Magnetic Memories

The main memory is most commonly
either a magnetic core or a magnetic drum.
The magnetic-core memory or storage unit
NOVEMBER 1960

is composed of a number of tiny rings made
of magnetic material. Several wires are
passed through each of these rings, and each
ring is magnetized.
Every magnetic field has POLARITY. This
can be illustrated by two ordinary horseshoe
magnets-they attract each other firmly when
turned one way and repel each other when
turned the other way. Similarly, a magnetic
core possesses a magnetic field, and its polarity can be reversed by passing a current
through wires. Thus a core can be magnetized in either of two ways, which can be
described as either positive or negative.

Figure 3
A core magnetized by two wires.

These phenomena-magnetism,
reverse
magnetism and the change from one to the
other (see Figure 1 )-are used by the magnetic-core storage units to store information.
A core magnetized in one direction contains
a BIT of information having a value of 1 ;
when the polarity is reversed, the value of
the bit is zero or NO-BIT. These cores must
be arranged so that any combination of ones
and zeros representing a character can be
written magnetically or "read" back when
needed.
To accomdish selection. another wire is
run through each core at right angles to the
first. When half the current needed to magnetize a core is sent through two wires, only
the core at the intersection of the wires is
magnetized. N o other core in the string is
affected (Figure 3 ) . Using this principle, a
large number of cores can be strung on a
screen of wires; yet any single core in the
screen can be selected for storage or reading
without affecting any other. Such an as-

sembly of wires is referred to as a plane
(Figure 4 ) .

Figure 4

A plane in which one core is magnetized.
These magnetic core planes are stacked,
and, in the case of the seven bit binary coded
decimal described above, seven planes are
needed: one for the check position, two for
the zone position and four for the numerical
position (Figure 5 ) . The letter A is placed
in core memory as shown. There are other
wires threaded through the cores which sense
or inhibit the pulses. However, there is no
need to go into the complexities of the
circuitry.
A magnetic-drum memory is a steel cylinder plated with a cobalt-nickel alloy. This
coating can be magnetized in a series of tiny
spots or cells. The effect of magnetizing a
cell is the same as if a tiny bar magnet was
imbedded in the surface of the drum. As the
<drumrotates at a constant speed, information
LOCATION OF

F- LETTER

"A"

Figure 5
Seven planes of cores stacked for a seven bit
binary coded decimal machine.

is written by magnetizing cells as the surface
passes a read-write head (Figure 6). The
head consists of read and write coils of fine
wire wound around a center core. The cells
are magnetized by sending pulses of current
through the write coil. The direction of current flow determines the resulting polarity
of a cell. Consequently, cells can represent
either 1's or O's, the two digits used for
binary recording in all machines.
When a cell that has been magnetized
passes under a read-write head, its magnetic
state can be sensed by current induced in the
read coil. Each drum has a specific number
of storage locations, each of which is addressable.
Auxiliary Storage

Auxiliary storage of information is provided by magnetic tape or magnetic disks.
Magnetic tape is the principal input-output
medium used by computer systems. Computer
tape is similar to tape used in home tape
recorders. It is a plastic tape, one-half inch
wide and coated on one side with a metallic
oxide. Data are recorded as magnetized spots
or bits in the metallic oxide.
For handling and processing, tape is
wound on reels containing up to 2,400 feet
of tape. The magnetic tape unit, which functions both as an input and output device,
moves the magnetic tape and performs the
actual reading or writing of information.
Magnetic disks are thin metallic disks
about two feet in diameter coated on both
sides with a ferrous oxide recording material.
The disks are mounted on a vertical shaft,
each disk slightly separated from the adjacent one. As in the case of drums and
tapes, data are stored as magnetized spots
located in concentric tracks on each face of
the disk. At the side of the disk stack, one
or more access arms move under control of
the computer to any desired track on any
disk. Magnetic recording heads mounted on
these access arms read or write as directed by
the computer. The arm is forked so that, on
entry into the stack of disks, a recording head
1s carried to each side of one disk. Thus, it is
possible to read or write on either side of a
disk.
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Figure 6
A read-write head magnetizing cells on the surface of a rotating magnetic-drum memory.

Although magnetic tape is the principal
input medium used for computers, punched
cards or punched tape may also be used.
Magnetic ink, which can be read by both
man and machine, has recently been used,
especially on bank checks and deposit slips.
Central Processing Unit

Nearly all the operations within the computer are performed by transferring data
from their memory locations through a control or processing unit and back to memory.
This central processing unit controls and
supervises the entire computer system and
performs the actual arithmetic and logical
operations on data. The processing unit can
add, subtract, divide and compare numbers
in a manner similar to a desk calculator but
at very high speeds. Complex calculations
are always combinations of these basic operations. The processing unit can make logical
decisions. It can distinguish positive, negative and zero values and transfer this information to other units of the machine. For
example, it can branch, i.e., transfer, to another instruction or operation if a comparison is equal; it can stop all operations if an
error is indicated ; it can add if a sum is plus
or subtract if minus. and so on. In its conNOVEMBER 1960

trol functions it can activate any part of the
machine, such as connecting the printer or
tape unit, moving data to storage or resetting
registers.
Essentially, the control section can be
compared to a telephone exchange. The path
of conversation between one telephone and
another is set up by appropriate controls in
the exchange itself. In the computer, execution of an instruction involves opening and
closing many paths or gates for a given operation, just as connecting the proper lines
allows conversation to take place between
two distant telephones.
The components that make u p a central
processing unit include registers, counters
and adders. A register is a device capable of
receiving information, holding it and transferring it as directed. The electronic components used may be magnetic cores, transistors or vacuum tubes. Registers are named
according to their functions and are, therefore, sometimes referred to as accumulators,
storage registers, address registers and instruction registers. The more important registers have small lights associated with them.
These are the blinking lights on the console.
The counter is similar to the register. Its
contents, though, can be increased or de-
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Figure 7
The steps carried out by the central processing unit.
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creased by some amount. The adder receives
data from two or more sources, performs additions and sends the result to a receiving
register.
T o receive, interpret and execute instructions, the central processing unit must op490

erate in a prescribed sequence. The sequence
is determined by a specific instruction and is
carried out during a fixed interval of timed
pulses.
The actual processing is shown in Figure
7. In step A the contents of general storage
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Figure 8
Flow of data into and through a computer.
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location 1594 is transferred to the program
register. The instruction is RAL, reset and
add lower accumulator. In step B, the digits
65, the operation code that stands for RAL,
and 0025, the data address, are moved to
the OP and address registers. The instruction, 65, in the OP register is analyzed. This
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tells the machine to reset the accumulator to
zero and then add the contents of some
storage location into the lower half of the
accumulator. The content of the address
register, 0025, is analyzed to determine from
which storage location the data will come.
In step C the contents, 3555, of storage

location 0025 is transferred to the process
block of the system where the actual operation will be performed. In the meantime, the
OP and address registers are released and
reset. In step D the instruction 1595 in the
program register is moved to the address
register. The address register is analyzed
where the next instruction is located (1595).
In step E, the contents of general storage location 1595 is transferred to the program
register, and the next instruction ALO (add
lower accumulator) is initiated.
A typical flow of data into and through a
computer is shown in Figure 8. Although the
illustration represents an arithmetic operation and the output is a punched card, it
could just as well be the selection of a bib-

liographic reference, and the output could
be a print out of this reference.
The thing to remember is that all tb:
operations are carried out at electronic speeds
in the thousandth and millionth of a second
and are carried out with phenomenal accuracy. By taking advantage of this great
speed and the ability of the machine to make
thousands of complex comparisons in a very
short time, it is possible to search largc
files. The information, however. must be sc
organized that full advantage can be taken
of these abilities. There is nothing really
mysterious about the mechanisms involved.
The challenge remains for the librarian to
build his indexes so he can use the powerful
tools modern technology has provided him.

Applications of Machines to
Library Techniques
Introduction
HE SUBJECT OF THE APPLICATION of machine techniques to library repetitive and
clerical operations is one of great interest to many people. Periodicals have carried a
large number of articles about information retrieval by librarians and non-librarians
(mostly the latter) on how information approaches must be modernized. Valid as many
of these discussions are, they have caused a certain amount of resentment among many
librarians, who feel that the field is being invaded by specialists with little appreciation
for us, our concepts or the values we hold dear.
This panel will not be devoted to information retrieval. It will not be a discussion of
how machines will replace us but how they can help us perform some of the routine,
dull and unprofessional tasks that take up so much time in so many libraries.
Let us be realistic-much of the work in libraries is clerical and repetitive, and the
library user and evaluator is often struck more with the image of the librarian performing
these duties than professional work. At the same time most librarians are confronted by
manpower shortages within their organizations. Such things as overhead ratios, indirect
budgets and economy drives prevent us from doing many of the things for our users that
we feel we ought to be doing.
Most of the industrial and governmental organizations we represent possess some
mechanized data processing equipment. I am not talking about computers-I mean the
sorters, keypunchers, collators and printers that are usually found in accounting departments and are relatively simple and inexpensive to operate.
This presentation is devoted to examining how this kind of equipment can help us by
taking over clerical functions and allowing us more time for the professional tasks which
will raise our professional status and our salaries. The writers are all fellow librarians,
who are not interested in abdicating their responsibilities. They are interested, and have
succeeded, in finding simpler, faster and smarter ways to run their libraries.
HERBERT
S. W H I T E , Moderator

T
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Circulation Control
WILLIAM H. RICHARDSON, Reference Librarian
Sandia Corporation, Albuquerque, N e w Mexico

T

H E APPLICATION OF

machines to circulation control is not a new
development. The first
charging machine, the
Dickman Book Charger,
was put on the market in
the late 1920's. This machine, by operation
of a lever, stamped on the book card the
date and the borrower's number. In 1932
Gaylord brought out an electrical version of
this machine. Photographic and audio charging came into use during the 1940's. Rzmington Rand, Diebold and Recordak developed photographic charging machines that
recorded the book and borrower information
on film. Dictating machines were used to
record. the same information. During the
1950's other approaches to charging machines were developed. Addressograph-Multigraph has designed a machine to imprint
loan information from embossed plastic
book and borrowers' cards similar to credit
cards. The mazhine brought out by Bro-Dart
prints the transaction on heat-sensitive paper.
Telecomputing Corporation has experimented
with punched paper tape to record the loan
information but has put nothing on the
market.

All these devices have been adequately
covered in the literature. Helen Geer's book
on charging systems1 corers the subject thoroughly, a i d h e r article on charging mac h i n e s G n d Ralph Parker's article on the
adaptation of machines to book charging3
provide helpful summaries of developments
in the field.
However, the machines I have mentioned
were developed mainly with the needs of
public libraries in mind. Public libraries,
generally, have wanted to keep only a time
record of their loans. They do not want to be
able to tell their patrons if a book is charged
out or who has it. Consequently their circulation systems reflect these conditions. Academic and s ~ e c i a l libraries. on the other
hand, need access to circulation records by
book and by borrower. Academic libraries
have used a two-card circulation system that
provides access to all three kinds of loan information. One card is filed by book number,
with a tab or color arrangement to indicate
due date, and the other card is filed by borrower's name. Punched card systems can provide access to the three kinds of loan information in one file.
The use of punched cards in circulation
systems is not a new development either.

L
S W ;OSE R E S E A R C H L I B R A R Y
CIRCULATION C O R D

-

8
DATE

- -

1

Figure 1-San Jose Research Library Circulation Card
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They were first used in the 1930's when
Harvard installed a system employing marginal punched cards and the University of
Texas changed to a system using internally
punched cards. Since then several mediumsized and larger public libraries have adopted
modifications of the fully automatic punched
card circulation system first installed at the
Montclair (N. J.) Public Library. Several of
the larger university libraries have installed
the "punched call card" circulation system.
Both these systems make it possible to obtain book, time and borrower information
from the circulation file with ease.
The literature on the use of punched cards
in libraries includes several references to
circulation systems,4, 6 but none describe
the use of punched card circulation systems
specifically in special libraries, so I would
like to describe three such systems now used
in special libraries. Two of the Iibraries are
IBM Iibraries, and I would like to thank
Marjorie Grifin of IBM Advanced Systems
Development and Research Library, San
Jose, California, and Elizabeth Brown, IBM
Research Library, Yorktown Heights, New
York, for furnishing descriptions of their
circulation systems. The third system was developed at Sandia Corporation Library.
Although the IBM library circulation systems were developed independently, they are
basically the same. Both use a punched book
card with the book number, author and title
punched in or printed on the card. When a
book is borrowed, the borrower writes on the
card his name, employee number, location
and the date. This information is then
punched into the card, and at the same time
a duplicate card is made with only the book
information punched into it. Both cards are
filed until the book is returned. Cards are
filed into the circulation file by book number
or author so that it is easy to determine
where a book is or when it is due. When it
is returned, both cards are pulled from the
file, the charge card is discarded or placed in
an inactive file, and the duplicate book card
is placed in the book so that the book is
ready to be charged out again.
Overdue procedures are simplified by the
punched card file. The file is sorted by the
date material was lent, cards representing
494
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material that is overdue are pulled from the
file, and the necessary information is transferred to an overdue notice by machine.
Similarly, cards representing the holdings
of a particular borrower can be sorted from
the circulation file by the borrower's employee number and then a list of his holdings
can be printed from the cards. These lists of
holdings are valuable for a borrower to check
what he has and for the library if a borrower
is terminating his employment.
The differences between the two IBM library circulation systems are slight but illustrate what adaptations can be made to suit
SPECIAL LIBRARIES

local conditions. At the San Jose library, the
title is typed on the circulation card before
it is placed in the book (see Figure 1). At
the same time the circulation card is made, a
master card is punched with the complete
book information including the title. This
master card is then used to furnish the title
at the time overdue notices are printed.
The IBM library at Yorktown Heights
duplicates the circulation card entirely to
make a file by employee number (see Figure
2 ) . This file is the one that is processed by
machine to make overdue notices or a list of
holdings by borrower. Thus the circulation
file is always at the circulation desk available
for use. The Yorktown Heights library does
not punch the borrower's name into the card
but uses his employee number to place the
name on an overdue notice.
At Sandia Corporation Library the circulation system has developed along slightly different lines. W e had been using marginal
punched cards with the date due and the
borrower's initials punched into the card.
However, we found that it was taking too
long to needle through the circulation file by
date for the overdues and then type the
notices. Also, needling the file by initials to
obtain a list of one borrower's holdings was
a very tedious process.
The system used at Sandia Corporation
makes use of two files as does IBM Yorktown, but the file at the circulation desk consists of traditional 3 x 5 inch cards. These
"call cards" are filled out entirely by the
borrower at the circulation desk at the time
of a loan. At the end of the day each card is
given a transaction number and coded for
type of material and location, if a branch
loan (see Figure 3). Then the circulation
cards are sent to the key punch organization
where all the pertinent information is transferred to punch cards. The punched cards are
filed in our machine processing section, first
by employee number and second by transaction number. The circulation cards are returned to the library and filed by call number.
Discharges are accomplished by pulling
the circulation card from the file when material is returned. A punched card is made
from the circulation card using only the emNOVEMBER 1960

ployee number and the transaction number.
This punched discharge card is then matched
against the punched card file and the corresponding punched charge card is dropped
out. Overdues and lists of borrowers' holdings are processed entirely by machine. T o
process overdues, the punched card file is
searched by date, and cards for overdue
material are dropped out. The necessary information is then reproduced on a punched
card overdue form, which is put in the mail
addressed to the borrower (see Figure 4).
Lists of borrowers' holdings are compiled by
searching the punched card file by employee
number; information from the punched cards
can then be printed by a tabulator.
A valuable by-product of this system is the
statistics that are available. Any time we
wish, we can obtain a list of all the materials
on loan, arranged according to borrower, organization, type of material, location or subject. We could obtain this sort of information over a period of time if we saved the
punched cards instead of discarding them.
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The obvious advantages of these punched
card circulation systems are the manual operations that are eliminated. Machines can
perform the routine tasks of searching
through a card file for certain cards and
copying information from them much more
quickly and accurately than human beings
can. At Sandia Corporation, for example, the
total amount of time spent on circulation
processes, both by the library staff and the
machine operators, is approximately the same
as that formerly spent by the library staff
alone. However, we are now processing four
times as many overdue notices and twice as
many borrowers' lists as we did before.
In addition to ease of handling overdues
and borrowers' lists, these punched card circulation systems offer one advantage to special libraries that is of particular importance.
The loan record is all in one file and can be
arranged either by call number or by author.

Therefore, it is possible to tell at any time if
a particular item is charged out, when it is
due and where it is. This characteristic, I
think, fits in well with the tradition of service offered by special libraries.
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Printed Book Catalogs
MARJORIE GRIFFIN, Librarian, Advanced Systems Development Division
International Business Machines Corporation, San Jose, California

face a
L
challenge. They must
publicize the increasing
IBRARIANS TODAY

mass of literature flowing
into their libraries. Some
librarians are accepting
this
ing radically from conventional procedures.
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Paradoxically, necessity is leading them to
revert to a practice used first in France in
1643-the compilation of the book catalog.
With the passage of time, librarians replaced hand copying with the typewriter, and
today the typewriter is being replaced with
Copies of the complete text are available from the
author upon request.
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electronic machines for the compilation of
book catalogs. They may be of many different types-some
loose-leaf, some boundbut all forms are basically listings of library
holdings, arranged in various sequences and
providing a diversity of bibliographic data.
These catalogs may be printed by many
different methods, including punch card
techniques and a punched paper tape and
photographic process.
Regardless of method of printing or format, a book catalog has many advantages not
common to the standard card catalog:
1. Compact, thus a space-saver.
2. Easy to use, because borrowers are accustomed to using dictionaries and directories.
3. Quick to use.
4. Available information can be seen at a
glance.
5. Saves librarian's time: no typing of repetitive data, no filing of duplicate cards.
6. Multiple copies can be prepared easily by
machine; distribution is economical in time
and cost.
7. General distribution results in greater use
of the library holdings.
8. Subject bibliographies can be tabulated
readily.
The flexibility of a machine-produced book
catalog gives a librarian leeway to design a
tailor-made system to meet his particular
needs. After recognizing the unique features
of a book catalog, the librarian must analyze
the primary functions of the catalog in the
library:
1. Is it a finding list, i.e., a printed guide to
locating a book in the library resources by
author, title or subject ?
2. Is it expected to give complete details regarding publisher, date, additions and annotations ?
3. Is it to be used chiefly in a library or at
every office desk or in the work room for the
convenience of a cataloger ?
4. Is it to be a master catalog to replace the
card catalog, or will the card catalog still be
the source of the full data ?
5. Must the author entry be complete or will
initial suffice ?
6. Will abbreviated titles be acceptable, permitting a one line entry and thus keeping the
NOVEMBER 1960

catalog small and the machine work faster
and simpler ?
7. Will the processing be done in a central
unit or will each unit forward its information
to one library ?
The answers to these questions define the
objectives and determine the function of a
printed book catalog. It is only after specific
objectives have been outlined that a catalog
can be developed for the operations and
services of a specific library. . . .
Two pioneer libraries in simple machine
experimentation warrant mention. King
County Public Library System in Washington produced in 1951 its first loose-leaf,
book catalog as an expedient way of
&cumventing the county problem of changing branch catalogs every month. . . . The
Los Angeles County Library started in 1952
a system for distributing- a master book
catalog of all the county library books to
every branch. . . .
The following systems progress from the
simple in procedures and-machine installation to the complex, from the unsophisticated
to the sophisticated. All are relatively recent
and consequently subject to the modification
that is a part of every experimental period.
The U.S. Naval Postgraduate School at
Monterey, California successfully prints its
current list of periodicals on a ~l&owriter.
. . . The Cardiovascular Literature Project
of the National Academy of Sciences uses
the Listomatic camera, a photo-composing
machine that photographs listings from typed
IBM cards and produces a continuous roll
of negatives at a-reduction of about 40 per
cent. . . . The New York State Library issued in 1956 a machine-produced Checklist
in t h e Social Sciences.
The foregoing are examples of relatively
simple systems performing adequately the
purposes for which they were installed. More
sophisticated systems using more machines
and giving more information, utilize the
IBM 026 keypunch, IBM 056 verifier, the
IBM 083 sorter, IBM 089 collator and IBM
407 tabulator. The following special library
systems differ in their objectives and, consequently, in their resultant catalogs

The National Reactor Testing Station
Technical Library near Idaho Falls has a
master list of periodicals for six libraries
with entry checked according to the Union
List of Serials. . . . This same library is
also presently developing an IBM punched
card printed book catalog. The Long Island
Lighting Company of Hicksville, New York,
has devised an informative catalog for notifying personnel in any company location of
the holdings in the library at the company
headquarters. . . .
The Monsanto Union Catalog is a checklist of books in ten libraries compiled simply
for the purpose of identifying a title and
its location. Each library catalogs its own
books; each library submits an IBM keypunch data sheet, with title, author and date
indicated in the appropriate spaces, to the
processing library. . . .
IBM in San Jose has developed a master
catalog of books for four libraries on the
plant site. Since each library belongs to an
autonomous division, each librarian does her
own ordering and cataloging. However, the
spirit of cooperation is strong, and each librarian submits her shelf list cards for new
titles each month to the oldest library, the
Advanced Svstems and Research Librarv.
, for
processing. Author, title and subject catalogs
are printed each month. . . .
The recognition of the merits of mechanization in producing "finding lists" has recently brought large-scale computers into
use for compiling these guides. Librarians
using ASTIA are grateful for the more current announcements of the reports which
have appeared since ASTIA undertook the
prodigious task of mechanization. Currently
reports are listed in Technical Abstract Bulletin 60 days after receipt, and the aim is to
reduce the delay to 25 days. Since April 1,
1960, the Remington Rand Synchrotape
typewriter has been used at ASTIA to type
document abstracts, and the Univac Solid
State Computer 90 has been used to arrange
the material automatically into the format in
which it is published. . . .
Chemical Abstracts has issued its first
Chemica! Titles, a permutation index of
3000 titles in current chemical journals.
,

W e can project our thinking from these
increasingly sophisticated systems to tomorrow, when inevitably, there will be greater
standardization of information processing in
major regional or national centers; when
all documents will be initially recorded in
machineable form; and when the very flexibility of machine systems will simplify the
transfer of information.
The applications mentioned are proof that
there are ways of eliminating the repetitive
tasks of cataloging, that there are ways of
reducing the manual filing of cards, and that
the printed book catalog, with its primary
purpose to make materials readily accessible,
by its compactness, its ease and speed in use,
and economy in time and cost for reproducing multiple copies and facility in the specific
author and subject bibliographies, is a partial
answer to the perpetual library responsibility
for the dissemination of information.
SOME LIBRARIES USING
PRINTED BOOK CATALOGS
Armed Services Technical Information Services
Arlington Hall Station
Arlington 12, Virginia
Columbia River Regional Library
124 Benton Street
Wenatchee, Washington
JBM Advanced Systems and Research Library
Monterey and Cottle Roads
San Jose 14, California
King County Public Library
1100 East Union
Seattle 22, Washington
Lake County Public Library
1050 Ridge Road
Munster, Indiana
Library of Congress
Serials Division
Washington, D . C.
Long Island Lighting Company
175 Old Country Road
Hicksville, New York
Los Angeles County Library
322 South Broadway
Los Angeles 53, California
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Libraries
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts
Monsanto Chemical Company
Organic Research Library
1700 South Second Street
St. Louis 4, Missouri
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National Academy of Sciences
Division of Medical Sciences
Cardiovascular Literature Project
Washington, D. C.
National Reactor Testing Station Technical Library
Phillips Petroleum Company
Idaho Falls, Idaho
New York Public Library
Fifth Avenue
New York, New York
New York State Library
The University of the State of New York
Albany, New York
Southern Illinois University Library
Carbondale, Illinois
Squibb Institute for Medical Research
New Brunswick, New Jersey
United States Naval Postgraduate School Library
Monterey, California
University of Wisconsin Library School
Madison, Wisconsin
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Control and Inventory of Classified
Documents
CHRIS G. STEVENSON, Manager, Technical Information
General Electric Company, Hanford Laboratory, Richland, Washington

use of machines fo;classified document control; 2) some general criteria for deciding
whether or not to use machines for this purpose and 3 ) three systems in current use. It
should be understood clearly that the details
are extremely important. The card design,
the logic and strategy of the program and
Paper was read by Peter Strorner. Copies of the
complete text are available from the author as
long as the supply lasts.
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the underlying procedures and systems work
are critically important to a successful program. These details must be obtained by direct contact with the people who operate
these systems.
Machines have proven themselves tremendously useful in the management and
control of classified documents. In fact, they
are almost indispensable if one has responsibility for a large classified collection.
This is particularly true, if one has any
need to analyze and report classified document activity. As those with any experience
in the matter know, a large document collection is in a continuous state of flux. New
documents are being added to the collection;
obsolete or surplus copies are being de-

or circulated within plant; copies are being
stroyed; documents are being mailed off-site
declassified, upgraded or revised. It is a tremendous task to keep accurate track of all
these transactions, and accuracy is critically
important to the security control of classified
documents. Machines can provide invaluable
assistance in this task. Furthermore, only machines enable one to analyze this maze of
activity at any particular time. . . .
One can conclude that many types of machine equipment can be used for classified
document control. Two techniques in common use are:
1. Document holdings are recorded on magnetic tape. When there is activity relating to
a document-copies
needed, copies being
transferred from one custodian to another,
copies being destroyed-this information is
transmitted to the machine. The magnetic
tape is updated through incorporation of this
information. The sorting, sequencing, revising and statistical summarizing is all done
within the computer.
2. Document holdings are recorded on punch
cards, which are manipulated using standard
punch-card handling equipment. Changzs
are made by key-punching additional information into the existing cards or by adding
or deleting cards from the file. T o the extent
that it is practical, file maintenance is done
by machines.

The taking of the document inventory is
accomplished in one of two ways. An inventory list may be printed out from the
magnetic tape or from the punch cards and
the document custodian must account for the
documents for which he is charged. In the
other case. cards on which the document description is punched are pocketed with the
document. These cards are withdrawn at inventory time and sent to a central accountability group where they are matched against
the master card d e k .
Some general criteria for deciding whether
or not to use machines for classified document accountability are:
1. Available equipment.
2. Size and activity of the collection.
3. Extent of visual referral required for
daily office operation.
4. Staff problems: machine systems are complicated,Aandthe staff must be ready to learn
new techniques and accept new concepts.
5. Cost.
Three svstems in current use. each illustrating different approaches to document
control, are :
1. Aircraft Nuclear Propelsion Department,
General Electric Company, Cincinnati, Ohio.
2. General Electric Company, Hanford
Atomic Products Operation, Richland, Washington.
3. USAEC Technical Information Service
Extension, Oak Ridge, Tennessee.

The foregoing three papers were presented at the General Session, June 7 , 1960, sponsored by
the Documentation and Science-Technology Divisions, at the 51st Annual SLA Convention in
Cleveland, Ohio.
Presenting information on the application of machine methods in library practices frequently
poses a dilemma for a speaker or author. What approach shall he take? Many special librarians are
still unfamilar with even the most rudimentary aspects of punch card operations, and fear of the
unknown usually foments rejection. O n the other hand scores of librarians, particularly those involved in the scientific disciplines, are well oriented to machine application parlance, read avidly
on the subject, experiment when they can and are always open for discussion of new developments.
How can both of these groups be satisfied by Special Libraries when very excellent technical papers on
the subject are available for publication? Of three possible paths open, only one seems to impart a
sense of balance to the situation. This is to present first a few papers in comple:e text, puticularly
when a novel approach to machine usage is suggested and a discussion of the machines themselves
is apropos, and then, in conjunction with these, present extensive extracts of papers demonstrating
direct, practical use of machines that have many times over been described in earlier literature.
Such an approach has been used in this particular issue of Special Libva~ies. In the
preceding two articles, none of the vital data or know-how of the actual application has been
deleted. It is hoped that the screening process which resulted in these extractr (no.+ abstracts) will
give all librarians a clear insight into the many extremely practical applications pos:ible in the machine field without the technical jargon that is so awesome to one group and so tiring to another.
Speriirl Libraries C O M M I T T E E
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Proposed Standards for
Newspaper Libraries
Newspaper Division's Committee for Study of Daily Newspaper's Library Standards
Jack Burness, Washington Post, Chairman
Clement Vitek, Baltimore Sunpapers, and Milton Prensky, Washington Evening Star

of newspaper library work
should be distributed in such a fashion
that no one is bogged down with full-time
chores of a distasteful nature. There is certainly enough diversity of duties in a library
and its various related phases to maintain a
constant level of interest for most employees.
Any acceptable standards must be drawn up
with this in mind.
Throughout this Committee's meetings, it
became apparent that the most important
topics concerned matters of personnel. This
became even clearer as the definition of this
Committee's work area was discussed.
It is particularly important to keep clear
the distinction of standards as opposed to
standardization in daily newspaper libraries.
The conforming of all libraries to certain
set rules would not be considered proper.
Rather a maximum goal, by whatever methods deemed best by the particular newspaper,
should be considered. A minimum goal
should be set, below which no library should
fall.
It must be kept in mind that because newspapers by their very nature are highly individualistic, there will be differences in the
standards set by a particular organization.
However, maintaining the lower level standards should be discouraged by continually
raising both minimum and maximum standards.
Since a measurable standard must be
static to be used as an instrument for checking against, it is this Committee's suggestion that the continual change in newspaper
library science must be refinements within
the measure rather than the changing of the
standard.
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Report presented before the Newspaper Division,
June 6 , 1960, at the 51st SLA Convention in
Cleveland, Ohio.
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This Committee further realizes the difficulties of attaining adequate budgets for
meeting these necessary standards. In this
respect it was interesting to read the views of
J. R. Wiggins, Executive Editor of the
W a s h i n ~ t o nPost and immediate Past-President of;he American Society of Newspaper
Editors, in a speech made in October 1959,
to the Pennsylvania Newspaper Publishers'
Association in Pittsburgh.
Mr. Wiggins said: "There is another point
on which I wish the press would move in
the '60s, but I have very little hope that it
will move. I refer now to the improvement
of our facilities for research and reference.
News and editorial departments of newspapers have taken singuiarly little advantage
of the revolutions in the methods of acquiring, classifying and coordinating information. Business offices have shown infinitely
greater enterprise than we have. Our libraries, for the most part, operate just the
way they did 50 years ago. Oh, to be sure,
we have microfilm and film clips and the
Thermofax and other copying devices, but
these are essentially just patches upon an
antiquated and outworn system for filing
and codifying information. It is almost astonishing that a business that has prided itself
upon the traditional speed and accuracy with
which it operates should put u p with devices
and methods as outworn as the quill pen
when it comes to sorting information to
which it has almost daily resort.
"I am afraid we labor under several disabilities here. Libraries, unfortunately, do
not generally cost enough to offer a spectacular opportunity for the reduction of expense. So there is not the inducement of
economy to introduce new and revolutionary
methods. The real costs of the library, of
course, are not incurred in the library at all,
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but in the hours spent by personnel at infinitely higher salaries than those of librarians in searching for material which ought to
be ~rovidedin an instant instead of after a
laborious search. But because revolutionary
methods in the library cannot directly make
money or directly save a great deal of money,
we a;e probably going t o have to be very
patient in awaiting the revolution we would
like to see in this area."
It is the feeling of this Committee that the
Special Libraries Association Newspaper Division, as a group, has never in the past
properly approached all publishers to let
them know that certain standards must be
met in their libraries before their newspapers
can be considered first-class. Since heretofore
there have been no recognized standards,
these standards, once s e t up, should be
widely disseminated. The newspaper library
group should, through its officers or by a
committee set up for this purpose, circulate
to publishers the approved standards of library operations.
In view of the above general discussion,
the Committee feels that any standards to be
studied should follow a seven-point outline.
Administration

Every newspaper that is a good newspaper
should have a good library, and its administration should have the support of a management which understands the vital necessity for accurate, quickly found information
which can be obtained tzowhere else. It is
the opinion of this Committee that since a
newspaper library is primarily a part of the
news and editorial sections of any newspaper
(though it is the obligation of the administrator of the library to work closely with
all department heads), the librarian should
be directly responsible to the single individual who holds the highest title in the news
and editorial departments.
Reference Material

Newspaper libraries, being the special libraries they are, require general reference
materials adaptable for special uses. However, these materials are in many instances of
a broad general nature that pertain to many

other special libraries. If the Sp-ial Libraries
Association should publish a standard list of
books for general reference, ir might serve
for newspaper use. At present, however,
most large public libraries publish and sell
general reference lists. One such publication
is available from the Enoch Pratt Free Library of Baltimore, Maryland, at a nominal
fee. The primary file of any newspaper library is the clipping collection. The extent
of clipping files, as well as the files of photographs, maps and other materials, hinges on
the particular needs of the newspaper.
Personnel

This Committee recognizes that personnel
standards are irrevocably related to salaries
and titles. Therefore it is first necessary to
label properly library personnel and to avoid
lumping library clerical assistants with all
other clerks in the organization. These people
are I ) called on for reference material from
their own libraries; 2) called on for accurate
information from other sources; and 3 )
called on to do research on their own responsibilities ; therefore categories of positions and standards of personnel, such as
these tentative classifications, should be set up :
CLASSIFIERRESEARCHER-This would be
the person who files, sets up new files and
answers questions on the floor.
CLASSIFIERRESEARCHERTRAINEE-This
would be lowest level of staff.
INDEXERS-Those who actually read and
catalog newspapers and have the main responsibility for the bulk of proper classification.
ASSISTANT
LIBRARIAN-One who can do any
of the above and takes over administrative
details from Chief Librarian.
CHIEFLIBRARIAN-This is a well-versed individual who is capable of any of the functions of his department but whose main responsibility lies in over-all administration
-hiring and firing, planning and liaison.
These classifications would, it is felt,
change what is considered by this Committee
to be a feeling of snobbery on the part of
reporters toward library personnel and cause
a psychological change for the better withirt
library staffs.
SPECIAL LIBRARIES

The training and time spent in preparation
by professional librarians are not recognized
bv managemedt in most newspaper libraries.
Since libraries need better, more intelligent
personnel on their staffs, higher salaries must
de paid. Therefore salary standards must be
set up. A good beginning can be made by
using as a base the salaries set up by the
Federal Government for librarians and the
more realistic Newspaper Guild scales. Recent Guild publications printed the scales of
large newspapers.
Personnel must be paid for experience,
and no chief librarian should be paid less
than the highest minimum for working reporters set up by the guilds on different
newspapers. In no case should the salary be
less than twice as much as the beginning
rate for the lowest library classification,
which should be no less than $75 per week
on large daily newspapers.
Because it is of concern both to the library profession and publishers and would
directly justify salaries, it is recommended
that the profession have qualification standards. Since these cover a wide field, concerning both training and education, and need
to be studied within existing libraries, it is
suggested that a separate committee study
qualifications. This Committee further recommends that the Newspaper Division request from each member a list of job titles
and pay scales as a basis of discussion and
for comparison with federal scales and Guild
scales.
Organization and Control of Materials

Newspaper libraries, because of daily
deadlines, should have the entire organization and control of materials designed for
speedy use. The more direct the classification
of materials, the better service can be given.
This Committee recommends strongly the
copious use of direct cross references. A
practical manual of library operation must
be set up. More is needed than Desmond'sl
and Friedman's2 books on the subject. A
manual will serve both as a guide and a
check on standards. This Committee recominends that an actual start be made on such a
manual-not by only a committee of alreadyNOVEMBER 1960

busy newspaper librarians, but by hiring a
professional so that the work can come to
fruition. The acquisition of funds should be
studied with the thought in mind that some
foundation may be willing to assist in such a
project. It is felt that the sooner some printed
guide of nctual materials and their use is
available, the sooner alzy stdndards will be
met.
The Committee on Standards recommends
that the officers of the Newspaper Division,
or an appointed committee, investigate particularly the possibility of acquiring funds
from the Council on Library Resources, Inc.
The best approach to the Council would be
to state that all material now in the possession of the Newspaper Division concerning
a manual for newspaper library operation
would be turned over to a person who would
be paid for completing the project. Also, it
is important that a budget figure be presented
to the Council, giving an idea of the total
cost of producing a manual.
Physical Facilities

Libraries should be located as close to news
and editorial operations as possible, both for
maximum use by newspaper staffs and for
ease of operation for the library staff. In
addition to supplies and equipment necessary
to arrange materials properly, the library
should provide ample facilities of space and
comfort for employees of the library.
Microfilming of newspapers has broadened into the microfilming of clippings and
the use of the newest innovations in copying
machines. It is highly recommended that all
equipment of the library, such as filing cabinets and magazine racks, be of the best quality as the most practical, economical and useful.
It is notorious how short-sighted space
planning has been in the past. The Committee recommends that in any change of library
space, thought should be given to long-range
considerations for future expansion.
Hours of Operation

The operating hours of any library are
controlled by established publishing practices. These are determined by how many

editions are published and how often,
whether or not it is a morning operation
only, an evening operation only or both
morning and evening, and if it also publishes a Sunday paper. This could further be
complicated if the library also serves radio
and/or television stations.
It may not be necessary for the library to
be open during the complete cycle of publishing hours, but there should be sufficient
staff to cover the proper hours. This is recommended primarily so t h ~ tresponsible library personnel : ~ ) z t ~ o lthe
s library and not
other departmental staffs.
Service

Any newspaper library is set u p primarily
to assist the news and editorial staffs. If it is
to serve other departments within the paper
and also serve the public, ample personnel
must be provided. The practice today is to
limit personnel and thrust more duties on
them. The most practical standard would be
for management to provide enough staff flexibility so that research projects for newspaper
personnel will not interfere with routine
work required in the library. If this means
overtime or hiring temporary personnel, it
should be done.
The relations of the library with the public and whether or not information is given
personally by telephone, immediately or on
a "call-back" level, or written; whether clips
or reproductions are to be sold, or whether
general information other than in the newspaper is to be given, are too complicated for
this Committee to explore at this time.
Conclusions

It is recommended:
1. That separate committees be set up to
study various steps or combinations of those
steps recommended by this committee.
2. That the finer points of all collections be
studied more minutely for over-all scope.
3. That a continuing committee should be
limited to studying constantly mechanical
operations which can be adapted to newspaper libraries.
4. That this Committee's report should be
considered a precedent for the establishment

of a permanent committee on standards so
that standards should always be subject to
improvement in keeping with changing conditions.
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Another Plea For Standards

A high-ranking Air Force officer, addressing a meeting of Air Force librarians the
other day, compared the importance of these
men and women in his service to that of the
missiles themselves.
I have heard few statements lately, which
mark the rocket-like rise of our profession in
significance to the organizations we serve,
so strikingly. For could there now be in existence an enterprise or agency with a sizable
research or development activity without
competent special library services, be it called
technical information, documentation, management services, or what have you? Indeed,
I believe, that the lack of a properly organized, exhaustive and all-encompassing
technical information service did more harm
to the technological effort of our country,
than all other retarding factors combined.
However-I
ask you-has
this new and
increasing emphasis on special librarianship
found its full expression in an equally
striking change in the professional standing of the individual librarian? I am afraid
that this has not always been the case.
Other professions have found themselves
in this situation and have achieved increased
recognition and, yes, also better material rewards through their professional organization. And this is what SLA is trying to do,
through a rise in our own professional standards, by advancing the state of the art, by
acting as our spokesman and in many other
ways. And that is why I am asking you to
give your full support to your professional
organization on the national and on the
local level.
LESLIERAJKAY, President
(Reprinted from Areus and Notes, Baltimore
Chapter bulletin, October 1959, vol. 10, no. 1 )
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Planning the New Library:
Madison

G.Nicholson Memorial Library
MRS. MARIAN S. VEATH, Librarian

Sylvania Electronic Systems, Buffalo, N e w York

"c" seems to initial a myriad
of words applicable to the past, present
m d future of the Madison G. Nicholson
Memorial Library, Sylvania Electric Products, Buffalo, New York. Perhaps the most
prominent ones are-competition,
compromise, collection, cataloging, circulation and
cooperation. For the structure of this article,
these will be key words. Others, such as contacts, creativity, change and choice, will appear throughout and are significant of the
laboratory's and library's mission-that
of
communication. This will not be a complete
description of the development of the library
but stresses highlights and unusual activities.
Competition: Competition took the form of
challenge in the minds of those who planned
and organized this new laboratory, which
was dedicated in May 1958. With new facilities, new personnel and a new concept of
research in electronic systems, and with the
rapid advances in technology, these people
were challenged
to utilize all these elements
"
in the development and production of electronic devices, at the present only figments
of imagination. T o meet this challenge, the
need was felt for a source of information
right under its own roof. A room had been
designated as "Library" and contained ap-
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proximately 150 books and 40 periodicals.
A secretary, one floor below, functioned as
librarian.
Compromise: Here compromise entered with
the realization that a completely equipped
library could not come into existence over
night. A start could be made, however, by
hiring a full-time librarian. This was done in
November 1958. Immediately the research
men felt an oasis had been established and
unloaded their burdens in the form of requests for literature. I was delighted in the
intense interest shown in the library. However, we all had to compromise because of
limited facilities, materials and staff. An adequate budget was allotted for furniture and
for the initial buying of books. Despite this
generosity, value in quality was sought.
Collection: Before I joined the company, a
list of approximately 700 books had been
compiled by the personnel, and these were
recommended as a good working collection.
A portion of this list was ordered each of
the following months from a wholesale book
dealer and a few publishers not served by the
dealer. It was just like Christmas every day
when the books began to arrive. Before the
library stamp had time to dry, some were
borrowed with the statement, "This is just

The work area
of the librarian
and her clerk,
close to the card
catalog, dictionary
and periodical rack.
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Floor Plan: The library covers 300 square feet

what I've been needing." Only a few shelves
were available for these new acquisitions, so
cardboard boxes were used to show off our
proud possessions. At the same time, previously purchased books were collected from
various people who willingly surrendered
them, knowing that they could be borrowed
any time they were needed.
The growth of the collection has been
mainly based upon suggestions and expressions of subject interest from the research
men because they are familiar with their
particular work situations and needs. Each
request is analyzed and compared with what
we have. This does one of two things: it introduces the requester to existing books in
the library on the same subject, or it gives a
recommendation for a book on a subject in
which we are short.
The saying, "The backbone of the library
is its book collection," is true for historical
purposes, but in a fast moving industry such
as ours, documents and periodicals provide
the immediate answer to the "state of the
art (science)." Thanks to ASTIA, our collection of various reports has increased economically and rapidly. Being placed on the
mailing lists of several companies and automatically receiving reports on particular subjects of interest has also enhanced our collection with valuable information. Assistance
and loans from the area libraries have increased our sources and have provided references when urgently needed. A growing
506

list of sources of information, contacts and
"who has what" data has also enabled our
collection to grow.
Cataloging: As the night follows the day,
cataloging follows collection. Library of
Congress nomenclature was selected for
books. An adaptation of ASTIA's division
and section numbering system was devised
for documents. Clippings and file folder materials were numbered according to a subject
cataloging system previously introduced as a
laboratory standard.
Circulation: Our philosophy has been that we
want a fine collection of active materials and
not just between-book-ends on the library
shelves. Therefore, circulation becomes one
of the most important functions of this library. A library bulletin-a simple title listing with a few library notes-is distributed
to each de~artment.
"Mr. Short Circuit" is
I
the library motif, and we've adopted the
slogan, "Shortest circuit to informationyour library." Notification and waiting list
slips were created as well as other forms to
fit circulation information needs. Fields-ofinterest registers are used to ascertain personal interests so that incoming literature can
be properly distributed. A system for obtaining books at a discount and for ordering
government publications was established.
W e have had:
consternationArriva1 of 35 classified documents and 50 unclassified documents at
one time.
SPECIAL LIBRARIES

The study area
for library users
is near the window
and book and
periodical stacks.

compliments-"Thanks for the bibliography
and information."
chit chat-Visits by other librarians and laboratory visitors.
complaints-"Too
long a time required in
obtaining reports."
color added-Pistachio green walls, darker
green tiled floor, gray furniture and bright
yellow accent.
character-A handsome charcoal portrait of
our namesake skillfully done by his wife
and given the library at its delication.
charm-A planter made from the box which
housed the electronic controls used to unveil the dedication plaque.
Yes, all of these "C's" have taken part in
the making of our communication center.
But perhaps the most important word beginning with C is Cooperation. Cooperation
has been felt in every .phase of the iibrary's

development-cooperation of the staff, increased by a clerk in February 1960, of the
various outside companies and library contracts, of Sylvania's administration in its attitude toward library activities and of all
the users in their consideration, confidence
and congenial attitudes.
No matter how much planning one does,
it seems that a technical company library
grows like Topsy-materials
are obtained
and services are established to fit the need of
that particular situation.
To compete for the challenge of the future, not to compromise but create, to have
a quality collection, to adopt new cataloging
systems for information retrieval, to circulate
materials in a form most readily usable and
to coordinate and obtain cooperation of all
elements-these are the goals
of our Communication Center.

VITAL STATISTICS FOR MADISON G. NICHOLSON MEMORIAL LIBRARY
Total square foot area
300
2
Staff:
Professional
1
Nonprofessional
1
Employees served at location
800
Services extended to other areas
1
Average number of users per day
30
Books and bound periodicals as of September 1960
1,000
75
Current periodical subscriptions
Vertical file drawers
4
Date of dedication
November 14, 1959
Special facilities
microfilm reader
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The SLA Loan CollectionAn Important Professional Service

A

problems faced by special librarians is one that is ever present
and probably never solved with complete
satisfaction. This is the analysis of special
subject matter so that the library's holdings
can be organized and controlled to best advantage. Subject analysis may take the form
of classification, indexes and subject headings and categorization of various typeswith classification being probably the most
effective and most widely used. For many
years substantial help in -this direction has
been provided by Special Libraries Association to its members and nonmembers through
the SLA Loan Collection of Classification
Schemes and Subject Heading Lists.
T o be most effective, this service needs to
be better known. Also, the Collection needs
to be constantly replenished and restocked if
it is to provide the latest and best information in the many fields represented by SLA's
wide membership. Essentially the Loan Collection is a "share-the-wealth" program. The
system you are using in your library may not
be the best, but it may be just what the doctor ordered for another librarian who is
struggling to develop his own system or to
make extensive adaptations to something that
is not entirely appropriate or is merely getting along without any special arrangement.
MONG THE MANY

What the Collection Is and Does

The Collection now contains nearly 800
volumes, on deposit at the School of Library
Science at Western Reserve University,
Cleveland, Ohio, all carefully bound in SLA
covers and indexed by both subject and
author. Inquiries may be directed to the
Collection bv SLA members and nonmembers alike. Such inquiries are generally of
two types-1)
either a request for a specific
classification scheme or subject heading list
by title or 2) a request for information as
to what is available in a particular subject
area. The first type of inquiry is satisfied by
either a four-week loan of the original ma-

terial or by a photocopy or microfilm (at
cost) for permanent retention. In replying
to the second type of inquiry, catalog "clips"
are sent describing the material available in
the desired subiect area.
An efficient charge-out system has been
established under the direction of Dr. Jesse
H. Shera, Dean of the Library School and
Curator of the Collection. The very large
job of maintaining the materials and records
and servicing inquiries is capably handled
by Barbara Denison, Research Associate at
the Western Reserve Library School and
Assistant Curator of the Collection. The
contributions of the University to the project
in time, labor, effort and money simply cannot be overestimated. Some indication of
the size of the job can be had from the statistics, which show that 10 to 15 inquiries
are handled each week.
Another service is the publication by SLA
of the list of holdings in the Collection. The
most recent edition of this list was a 52page, 8% x 11 book published in 1959."
This edition is now exhausted; it contained
578 schemes and lists, which will probably
be augmented by some 200 to 250 additional
items in the new edition now in preparation.
Historical Background

The Collection has been in existence for
more than 35 years, having been established
in 1924. The first list of classifications and
subject heading lists on deposit at SLA Headquarters was compiled by Isabel L. Towner
and issued in mimeographed form in 1945.
A supplement was issued in 1948 and a third
edition in 1951; the 1959 edition was the
fourth and by far the most comprehensive.
In 1955 the Special Libraries Association
arranged to have the Collection housed at
~
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Loan Collection of Classification Schemes
and Subject Heading Lists-on Deposit at Westevn
Resewe U ~ i ~ w ~aJi t ofy Noaember I , 19J8 4th
ed. Compiled by Bertha R. Barden and Barbara
Denison. New York: Special Libraries Association.
1959, $2.50 (out-of-print).
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the School of Library Science at Western Reserve University, and a complete reorganization and evaluation of the holdings of the
Collection was undertaken under the direction of the SLA Special Classifications Committee.
The services of Bertha Barden, Professor
Emeritus, School of Library Science, Western
Reserve University, were secured for the
initial work of reorganization. The alphabetical subject arrangement of the Collection
was completely revised and expanded, and
many obsolete schemes were discarded. New
material was solicited by the Special Classifications Committee, which circulated an
urgent request to all SLA members. This appeal resulted in the acquisition of approximately 100 new schemes and lists-a
real
"share-the-wealth" windfall. All the annotating, indexing and collating of new material,
as well as the old, has been under the direction of Miss Barden.

-

Contributions and Cooperation

One of the primary functions of the
Special Classifications Committee, since its
establishment as a standing committee in
1952, has been the expansion of the Collection, the solicitation of new material and the
promotion of the service. One project along
this line has already been mentioned-the
highly successful circularization by questionnaire of the entire SLA membership in 1957
to determine what types of subject controls
were in use in various fields of interest and
to solicit contributions of new schemes and
lists. A follow-up letter to respondents to
this questionnaire, who promised material in
the future, was sent out in 1959 with gratifying results.
Other contributing and cooperating organizations and programs are as follows:
AMERICAN
LIBRARY
ASSOCIATION
in 1957,
through its Committee on Classification, sent
questionnaires somewhat similar to the SLA's
to a representative group of public libraries
and college and university libraries; this
brought more than 50 new schemes and lists
into the Collection.
During 1959 the ALA Classification Committee also instituted a further program for
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publicizing the SLA Collection and soliciting
additions. This was a cooperative project
with the SLA committee wherein a mailing
was made to primary journals in various
subject fields asking them to insert a prepared news item concerning the Loan Collection. Publication of this notice in one
journal alone, Electronic Indtlstries, has resulted in 24 inquiries.
ASLIBin A on don cooperated by supplying
a list of classification schemes and subject
lists in the Aslib library that was checked
against the SLA holdings. Several schemes
from this list, not then included in the SLA
holdings, were donated to the Collection.
UNESCO:A project to collect classification
schemes was also instigated by Unesco in
Paris, but on learning of the SLA project,
the Unesco committee decided to abandon
its program and donated the material it had
already collected to SLA.
CLASSIF~CATION
RESEARCH
STUDY
GROUP:
During 1959 the Classification Research
Study Group established its Loan Collection
to supplement the SLA holdings and is adding material on a continuing basis. These
classifications consist largely of FID publications and UDC sections.
SOLICITATION
OF PUBLISHERS:
It should
be noted that almost without exception volumes now contained in the ~ o l l e & o n have
been acquired by donation. The Committee
is aware of a number of desirable additions,
which are sold commercially, that could be
made to the Collection if funds were available. A list of more than 100 of these has
been prepared by Miss Barden in cooperation
with Miss Denison. The Committee is currently sending letters to the publishers of
these schemes and lists asking for free donations to this very worthwhile cause.
The last but by no means least important of
the measures being taken to improve the
Collection is a program for cooperation
among the various SLA Divisions. During
the past year each Division has appointed a
representative to work with the Special
Classifications Committee. A meeting of these
representatives was held in levela aid during
the 1960 annual Convention, with a phenom-

enal representation at the meeting of 11 of
the 16 Divisions. At one stroke at this meeting four of the volumes on the list of desirable missing items, together with two other
new classifications, were contributed.
The Division representatives responded
enthusiastically to this call for help. Their
function will be to evaluate the material that
now exists in the Collection in their Division subject fields and to augment the holdings by various means. Some of the ways in
which these representatives will further the
cause will be by direct mailings to thejr memberships, by announcement at Division business meetings and by publication of notices
in Division bulletins.
Future Plans

When the fifth edition is published (early
1961), it is anticipated that the number of

entries will be increased by some 30 to 35
per cent over the previous edition of 1959.
All SLA members are urged to make contributions of their own and to solicit them
wherever they are known to exist.
The Loan Collection is a splendid example of the kind of professional assistance
SLA can render to its members and to librarianship. It is also a splendid example of
the results of cooperative effort of which
SLA and all of its members can well be
proud.
MRS.MARJORIE
R. HYSLOP
Chairman (1957-1961)
SLA Special Classifications Committee
Helen M. Focke (1960-1962)
Jean K. Taylor (1960-1962)
Mrs. Irene R. Campbell (1957-1961)
Frederica Weitlauf (1957-1961)
Agnes 0 . Hanson (1958-1960)
Dr. Jesse H. Shera (1958-1960)

Military Librarians Learn About ASTIA
FOURTHMilitary Librarians Workshop was held in Washington on October 5th, 6th and 7th under the sponsorship
of The Armed Forces Technical Information
Agency (ASTIA). One hundred and fifty
militarv librarians from the United States
and Canada attended the sessions and were
welcomed by John F. Stearns, Deputy Director of ASTIA.
The first part of the program centered
around the theme "Controlling Literature by
Automation" and concerned ASTIA's operations. This agency, an activity of the Air Research and Development Command, was established by the Secretary of Defense for the
purpose of bringing together in a central depository all scientific and technical reports
produced by and for the national defense
effort and to make this information available
to military research and development agencies. In view of this mission, the recent conversion of ASTIA's services from a manual
to an automatic operation has been a matter
of great interest to military librarians. This
Workshop provided an opportunity for them
to learn about the agency's experiences in
the development of an automatic data proc-
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essing system and to observe this system in
operation.
O n October 5 tours of ASTIA were arranged for Workshop participants, and the
automation equipment was explained and
demonstrated. These tours provided background for the next session which consisted
of presentations by a panel of ASTIA staff
members. They described the experiences of
the agency in automating its major functions
and discussed some of the problems encountered in converting to automatic techniques.
The major areas covered were: background
planning-the formulation of objectives and
their implementation; the selection, training
and relocation of personnel; the human aspects in regard to personnel and customer
relations ; the impact on the organizational
structure of the agency; file conversion, data
cleanup and inventory control ; development
of an information retrieval system; and future plans for integrated data processing.
The panel members answered questions and
clarified points brought up by the librarians
present.
The purpose of the Workshop session held
on the morning of October 7 was to explore
SPECIAL LIBRARIES

Leaders of the Fourth Military Librarians Workshop (left to right): Logan 0. Cowgill,
Chief Librarian, Ofice of the Chief of Engineers; Frances I. Carey, Assistant Director of
Libraries, Naval W a r College; J. Heston Heald, Chief, Document Processing Division,
ASTIA; Robert L. Martin, Chief Librarian, Army Quartermaster Research and Engineering
Center.

the problem of devising standards for personnel in military libraries. Papers by the
panel members had been distributed to all
participants prior to the Workshop. A background statement and suggestions for preliminary reading were also included. Thus, it
was possible to begin discussion immediately
after a general briefing.
The libraries represented varied greatly in
regard to size and also in regard to services.
The approach to the problem was made from
the points of view of the military educational
(or school) library and of the military technical library. Participants were divided into
groups representative of these two categories,
and a leader was assigned to each group to
stimulate and guide discussion. Deliberations
were based on previously prepared draft
standards for both school and technical libraries. These draft standards outlined briefly
staff requirements in the major professional
and nonprofessional library functions, the
ratio of professional personnel to clientele
served and the ratio of nonprofessional to
professional staff.
In the report presented to the summary
and planning session, it was evident that the
need for standards was agreed upon. Due to
the diversity of the libraries represented,
however, there was some conflict as to what
should be included in the standards and
some doubt that a set of personnel standards
to be used by various types of military liNOVEMBER 1960

braries could be developed. Nevertheless, it
was felt that progress had been made, and
the general feeling was one of encouragement. The results of these discussions will be
studied by the Military Librarians Division's
Standards Committee in continuing its efforts
towards developing a guide for determining
staff requirements for military libraries.
FRANCES
L. CAREY
Chairmau, Military Librarians Division
N E W INTERMEDIATE COMPUTER

T h e latest addition to IBM's 1400 series of
solid-state computers is the IBM 1410.
Like the earlier model, the 1401, the 1410
is available in four basic models: card,
tape, RAMAC and RAMAC/tape. The
primary difference between the two systems is that the 1410 has approximately
two-and-one-half times the internal speed
and maximum core memory capacity of the
1401. Its central processing unit can have
ten, 20 or 40 thousand positions of magnetic core storage at the option of the
user, as against the 16,000 positions maximum of the 1401. Newly developed units,
such as new disk storage and input-output devices, permit transition from a 1401
to a 1410 with a minimum of systems development costs. Both data processing systems offer random access storage of information.
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News From SLA Headquarters
During its two days of meetings at the
Gramercy Park Hotel in New York City,
September 29 and 30, the Executive Board
made a number of decisions, the most important of which are reported briefly here.
Details will appear in the SLA Bdletin.
The Board approved funds for the publication of a membership directory, anJ
work on its compilation is underway. It is
hoped that the printed directory will be
ready for distribution in December.
Alberta L. Brown has been selected to
direct the Survey of Translation Activities
in Universities, Societies and Industry in
the Fields of Science and Technology,
which is being carried on by the SLA
Translations Center with a $34,105 grant
from the National Science Foundation. It
is expected that the Survey will be completed in May 1961. Mrs. Ildiko D.
Nowak, formerly Assistant Chief of the
Translations Center, has been appointed
Chief to succeed Donald W. Ramsdell.
During the summer a vote by members
of the Hospital Division indicated that the
membership was no longer in favor of
supporting the Division. The Board voted
approval of the dissolution of this Division, but it is expected that the formal dissolution will not take place until the San
Francisco Convention next June.
The Convention Advisory Committee is
working on a complete revision of the
Convention Manual. Two more Conventions have been scheduled: the I968 Convention will be held in Los Angeles and
the 1969 Convention in Montreal.
The Board also authorized the formation of a Convention Program Committee
whose purpose will be to provide continuity and general supervision for future
Convention programs. The new standing
committee, which is at present being appointed, will first function at the 1962
Convention in Washington, D. C.
The Constitution and Bylaws Committee submitted a partial first draft of a revised constitution. The Committee's aim
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is to simplify the present rather cumbersome working structure of the Constitution so that the Association can carry on
its business more efficiently and economically.
The Board authorized the formation of
a committee to study standards of transliteration, particularly Cyrillic transliteration problems.
The plans of the Professional Standards
Committee for Division representatives to
be appointed and for Division committees
to study the formulation of standards for
special libraries were approved by the
Board.
The H. W. Wilson Company Chapter
Award for I961 will be given to a Chapter
for an outstanding project publicizing to
the general public during National Library Week the role of special libraries.
The Board approved a general budget
of $152,055 and a $51,000 budget for the
Translations Center.
Steps for conducting a campaign to attract more Sustaining memberships were
considered as were the functions of proposed Placement Service and Legislative
Affairs Committees.
Additions and Changes in the
1960-1961 SLA Official Directory
RE~~LLJT~O
REFERENCE:
NS
Marjorie

Griffin, Advanced Systems Development Division, International Business Machines Corporation, San Jose,
California

AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION,
RESOURCES
A N D TECHNICAL
SERVICEDIVISION,
BOOK BINDING COMMITTEE
(Advisory for Library Technology
Project study of performance s t a ~ d a r d sfor library

binding): Paul Howard. 2755 North Wyominfi
Street, Arlington 13, Virginia
AMERICANSTANDARDS
ASSOCIATION,
2 - 8 5 : Erna
L. Gramse, Food Machinery & Chemical Corporation. 161 East 42nd Street, New York 17, New
Y ork
C O N S U L T A T ~ O NSERVICE:
Mrs. Florence H. Armstrong, Defense Systems Division, General Motors
Corp.. 1 2 Mile and Mound Roads, Warren, Michigan
OAKRIDGE
CHAPTER:
John M. Bobb, 133 Villanova Road, Oak Ridge, Tennessee

N e w Quarters for ALA

In Chicago last month ground was broken
for a five-story, $1,000,000 office building
for the American Library Association's national headquarters, and at the same time,
a drive was begun to help raise the funds
needed for construction. The new office
building is designed by Holabird and
Root, Chicago architectural firm, and will
replace the present headquarters, the former mansion of the late Cyrus Hall McCormick, located at 50 East Huron Street.
T h e first phase of the building is expected
to be completed by the fall of 1961 and
the second phase by the spring of 1962.
Members in the News

ELIZABETH0. CULLEN,has retired after 43
years with the Bureau of Railway Economics of the Association of American Railroads, of whose reference library in Washington, D. C. she has been chief librarian
for the past 12 years.
MARY JANE HENDERSON,who was dssociated with the library of Sun Life Assurance Company of Canada in Montreal
until two years ago when she went to Montreal Trust, has retired. She was the Montreal Chapter's first President in 1932.
New AD1 Director

Dr. John B. Kaiser has been appointed to
the newly created post of Executive Director of the American Documentation Institute. H e has served as Director of the
Newark Public Library, New Jersey, and
the Oakland Public Library, California.
Dr. Kaiser's temporary offices for AD1 are
at 1025 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Washington, D. C.
Bowker Distributing Fact Service

The R. R. Bowker Company has recently
become associated with Deadline Data on
World Affairs, a card fact service started
in 1955 and now consisting of more than
5,000 5 x 8 cards arranged in chronological and alphabetical order. A subject index
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fac~litatesuse of the file, which is housed
in a four-drawer steel cabinet. Weekly
supplements of about 50 cards keep the
file up-to-date. Subscriptions to libraries
and institutions are $200, and new subscribers receive the basic 5,000 card file
plus the metal storage cabinet. Samples,
further information and subscriptions are
available from R. R. Bowker Company. 62
West 45th Street, New York 36.
Small, Low-cost Microfilm Reader

Recordak Corporation, the Eastman Kodak
Company subsidiary in the microfilm and
business systems field, has announced a
new, lightweight, microfilm reader, the
Recordak 310. T h e unit is less than 20
inches high, weighs 23 pounds, has a 9 x
1 2 inch, light green viewing screen and
will accommodate l 6 m m unperforated
microfilm in 100 foot rolls. T h e machine
features full 90 degree image rotation, a
side film advance lever and is available in
reduction ratios of 20:1, 24:1, 32:l and
40:l.
Grant for ALA Exposition Participation

The American Library Association has received a $30,991 grant from the Council
on Library Resources, Inc. for planning a
"Library of the Future" exhibit at the
Century 2 1 Exposition in Seattle in 1962
from April 21 to October 21. ALA will
use the funds to develop specific plans for
its participation in the Exposition. The
new grant is in addition to one of $2000
received last May for a feasibility study.
Letters to the Editor
Elizabeth Owens' "Survey of Special Library
Education" in the July-August issue of Special
Libraries was of much interest to me because it
touches something that I am particularly concerned
about: the awarding of the SLA scholarships only
to graduates of ALA accredited library schools.
M e have had a library school at Immaculate
Heart since 1952, and since that time we have had
approximately 80 students finish in one o f the
programs offered: the master's degree, the Public
Library Certificate and the California State Librarian:hip Credmtial. Among these students we have
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a number who are in special library work, c.g..
Atomics International at Canoga Park; Lockheed,
Missile and Space Division, Palo Alto; Business
Administration Library, UCLA; and the Municipal
Reference Department of the Water and Power Division of the Los Angeles Public Library.
Most of our program has been geared to those
who are already working in libraries but cannot
take a year or so off to complete their library science study. Enrolled now. for example, are the
librarians from Consolidated Electrodynamics In
Pasadena and the Western Personnel Institute, also
in Pasadena. These people are able to come in the
late afternoons, evenings and on Saturdays (or take
a full program if they want) and finish in a couple
of years.
In the area of special library work we have offered the following cokrses:
Special Library Services (coordinated by Dr. Hazel
Pulling but using many of the outstanding librarians in the area)
Hospital Librarianship (Mary Jane Ryan, formerly
VA Hospital Librarian at Sepulveda, California)
Reference and Bibliography in the Sciences
Reference and Bibliography in the Humanities and
Social Sciences ( D r . Pulling and Sr. Lucille)
Chemical Literature (Sr. Agnes Ann, Ph.D.)
W e have never had any trouble placing our
graduates; in fact, as with most library schools, we
can't begin to fill the demand. This, in spite of the
fact that we are not ALA accredited-at
least not
yet. However, we do have regional accreditation
(Western College Association) and the State accreditation.
It seems to us, and I'm sure to many who are
in the same situation we are, that if we have a
partial accreditation such as we have and we are
producing librarians who are apparently satisfactory to their employers, our students should also
have a chance at such opportunities as the SLA
scholarships. Could the wording be "at an accredited library school" (the phrase used now in many
listings in the library journals) and leave it up
to the committee as to what kind of accreditation
that would be acceptable?
I do not mean this to be critical of either ALA
or SLA as I am as concerned about keeping up the
standards in library education as anyone in either
association, I'm sure; however, I do believe that
we are cutting off many potential librarians by
such stipulations. W e hope that some consideration of a change in policy along this line might be
taken up by your committee.
SISTERM . LUCILLE,
Dean, School of Library Science
Immaculate Heart College, Los Angeles, California

I am endeavoring to collect case histories of the
occurrence of financial loss due to lack of information. Such loss may occur in several ways, for
example: a ) duplication of research already done
elsewhere and fully reported; b) marketing a product which has already been bettered by a competi-
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tor, information h a v ~ n gbeen fevealed in technical
journals at the patent application stage; c) using
an obsolete process.
A small number of cases have been revealed by
my enquiries to date, but very few of these are
fully documented. owing to a somewhat natural
reticence on thc part of the organizations concerned.
There must, however, be a large number of ( a ) type cases buried in the literature-"buried"
because no index would reveal their presence. The
only way to conduct a search for these would seem
to be the scanning, virtually page by page, of all
likely periodicals-a
mammoth task.
Some of your readers may have happened upon
such cases in the course of their rending, and I
should be very grateful if any available details
could be sent to me. Also, some readers may, in
view of the increasing interest in these matters,
have started a "cost record" of the information
supplied day by day in response to major specific
enquiries. T h e question one would pose in compiling such a record would be, "About how much
would it have cost the firm to ( a ) get this information elsewhere, or ( b ) duplicate the experiment concerned or ( c ) do without it?"
I learn from Aslib that it is currently considering thr initiation o t a survey on this subject and
that the Case Institute of Technology has received
a grant from the National Science Foundation for
research on the measurement of the value of rrcorded scientific information.
The evaluation of technical information, though
fraught with various difficulties, is a task very
much in line with our professional aims and interests. Once again, 1 would appreciate the supply
of any data which may be available.
RAYMOND
A. WALL,Librarian
A. V. Roe & Co., Ltd.
(Home address: 9, Longnor Road,
Hazel Grove, Cheshire, England)
The response received to my recent request in
this and other journals as to the extent to which
librarians and workers in chemical literature would
support a proposed detailed bibliographical expansion of the Dewey Decimal Classification for 540
Chemistry and 660 Chemical Technology has indicated the existence of relatively little interest in
such a publication, certainly not enough to provide
it with the necessary financial support. Therefore,
at its meeting on September 30, 1960, the Decimal
Classification Editorial Policy Committee recommended to the Forest Press, Inc., which publishes
the DC, and to the Library of Congress, which
edits it, that for the present (at least the next five
years) this project he dropped from consideration.
Editor
BENJAMIN A. CUSTER,
Decimal Classification Ofice
The Library of Congress, Washington 25, D. C.
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Book Review
PRODUCTIONAND USE OF MICROFORMS(State of
the Library Art, volume 5, part 1, edited by Ralph
R. Shaw). Reginald R. Hawkins. New Brunswick,
N . J.: Graduate School of Library S e r v i c e R u t gers, 1960, 208 p. $5. Distributed by Rutgers University Press.
This monograph is one of the first to be published in a series of volumes with the general title
The State of the Art. T h e projected series, edited
by Ralph R. Shaw, is expected to cover many
phases of librarianship and bibliography. It is a
review of the status of our current knowledge of
the production of microforms. T h e published and
unpublished literature has been surveyed and summarized in digest form under a number of headings which include: History of Microcopying,
Equipment and Materials, Photographic Methods,
Types and Characteristics, Quality Factors, Production Costs, Preservation and Storage and also
Retrieval and Enlargement.
Mr. Hawkins was formerly Chief of the Science
and Technology Division of the New York Public Library. H e is well-known to librarians as the
former editor of N e w Technical Booiks, a bimonthly publication of the New York Public Library, and also as the editor of Scientific, Medical
and Terhnicul Books Published in the U . S. A.
The present work serves as a guide to the outstanding literature in this area. It lists 439 references. The earliest information is dated 1853 and
the latest information is dated 1957.
The history of microcopying is sufficiently covered by presenting the most important ideas and
devices that had been developed up to 1957. The
date 1936 "Marks the turning point in the acceptance of microcopying as a practical library technique." Robert C. Brinkley's Manual on method^
of Reprodacing Re~earch Materials, published in
1936, still remains a classic in its field. It has been
out of print but should be reprinted since it contains much useful information.
Brief information is given about equipment and
materials. The author states that this section should
not be considered a basis for selection. Although
no references were cited for the 3M readerprinter, one reference with an illustration appeared
in Sperial Libraries in November 1957 (page
404). A reader-printer is also now available from
Documat, Inc.
As a result of his study Mr. Hawkins has proposed five projects for further research in the production of microforms.
1. T o examine critically the various microforms
which are necessary and the extent to which each
is now used nationally and internationally and to
investigate the merits of the microfiche and micro-

film. H e poses the question that if three types were
selected for survival, could the forms and dimensions be correlated so that one type reader could
accept them.
2. T o tabulate and evaluate quality factors for each
type microform.
3 T o study cost factors in routine library microcopying.
4. T o investigate a proposal made by Metcalf in
1936 that a central organization build a file of
microcopy masters from which orders could be
filled.
5 . T o explore the needs for rapid large-scale retrieval from microfilm microcopy by critically examining the present devices and pointing out the
gaps which should be filled.
T h e size and content of the monograph did not
permit illustrations. A list of manufacturers might
prove useful to the librarian. The book is recommended for background information in a rapidly
expanding field. The proposed projects present
problems which should be considered by all librarians who seek to obtain literature in microform whether from abroad or in the United States.
LORETTAJ. KIERSKY,Librarian
Air Reduction Company, Inc.
Murray Hill, New Jersey
Chairman, Photographic Reproduction Committee

SLA Authors
BROMBERG,ERIK. Using the Literature to Solve
Your Corrosion Problems. Australiun Corrosion
Engineering, vol. 4 , no. 7, July 1960, p. 9-13.
CASTAGNA,EDWIN. Library Services t o Youth.
Libvury Jownal, vol. 85, no. 18, October 15,
1960, p. 3611-4.
DANIELLS,LORNAM. S t u d i e ~i n Enterprise, 1959.
A Selected Bibliography. Boston: Baker Library,
Harvard University Graduate School of Business
Administration, 1960, 24 p. $1.00. (Reprinted
from Business Histoql Rel'iew, vol. X X X I V , no.
2, Summer 1960.)
DOWNS, ROBERTB., co-author. Price Tag on a
University Library. College G Research Librarie~,
vol. 21, no. 5 , p. 359-61; 404.
HYSLOP,MARJORIER. Metallurgical Documentation from Research to Practice. ]oarnal of the
Franklin lustitute, vol. 270, no. 1, p. 27-33.
KENT, ALLEN. Machine Literature Searching in
Science. Journul (,f the Fratzkli~i Institute. vo1.
270, no. 1, p. 42-50.
STEHBINS,KATHLEENU. Subject Specialties of
Certain U. S. Library Schools. Cunudian Library,
vol. 17, no. 2, September 1960. p. 73.6.
Reprints of LC Cards in Book Form
Pageant Books, Inc. of Paterson, New Jersey, has
completed the Lib>a~.yof Cot/g~e.f.cCatulng oj
Printed Cards 1898-1932, the First Supplement,
1942 to 1947 and the Second Szipplement, 1948 to
1952. For the period starting 1898, more than two
million cards have been reproduced in 167 vol-
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umes. Each page contains 18 cards, and there are
180,000 cross references. T h e price is $1500. The
First Supplement, containing 42 volumes, costs
$395, and the last of the series is in 24 volumes,
priced at $240. Pageant also has printed T h e
Quinquennial Edition of the Library of Congress
Catalog of Books: Subject 1955-1959 in 22 volumes for $247.50.

Informative Library Reprint
"Building a Public Administration Library," an
article prepared by William N . Rairigh, assistant
librarian of the Joint Reference Library in Chicago,
discusses many of the problems encountered in
building a special library and gives several guides
to experienced and inexperienced librarians. Reprints of the article, which appeared in the Summer 1960 issue of Management Forum, may be
obtained for SO$ from the American Society for
Public Admin~stration, 6042 Kimbark Avenue,
Chicago 37. Bulk discounts may be had upon application.

Biological Code
The National Academy of Sciences-National Research Council has published the Biology Code developed by the Chemical-Biological Coordination
Center and used by the Center for coding (indextng) its large collection of information for IBM
punched card storage. The first volume contains
the complete information classification scheme,
the code items and the code symbols; the second
volume is a "Key" describing the use of each of
the code lists and giving detailed explanations and
instructions for the use of the code symbols. Although designed for coding biological responses
to chemicals, the code can, with slight modifications, be adapted to code information from other
areas of science. T h e set costs $12 while separate
volumes are $7 each. Orders should be sent to
the Printing and Publishing Office, National Academy of Sciences, 2101 Constitution Avenue, Washington 25, D . C.

RECENT REFERENCES
DIRECTORY
OF PERIODICALS
PUBLISHING
ARTICLES
I N ENGLISH AND AMERICANLITERATIJREA N D
LANGCJAGE.
Donna Gersteaberger and George
Hrndrirk, comps. Denver: Alan Swallow, 1960.
180 p. $3.50; pap., $1.75.
Gives subject field of magazine, address, editors, editorial policies, forms in which manuscripts should be sent and other pertinent information.
How TO OBTAIN AND USE BUSINESSINFORMATION. V i r D
~ e Sherbinin. New York: Know Publications, Inc., 799 Broadway, 1960. 68 p. pap.
$15.
Part I describes the role of research in business
and the ways a company can most effectively
utilize its research program. Part I1 analyzes the
researcher's job, the organization of a research
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department and the handling of research rnaterials. Appendices lizt important foreign and
domestic primary sources of business informntion, Department of Commerce field offices and
public libraries with special business departments.
RUSSIAN-ENGLISH
GLOSSARYOF ABBREVIATIONS
New York:
OCCURRINGIN PHYSICSLITERATURE.
Interlanguage Dictionaries Publishing Corp., 227
West 17th Street, 1960. 64 p. pap. Not for sale.
Interim gratis glossary f o r subscribers to the
Rucsian-English Physics Dictionary to be published in 1960 by John Wiley and Son-, Inc.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Positions open and wanted-50
minimum charge $1 .SO.

cents per l i t ~ e ;

POSITIONS OPEN
CATALOGER
NEEDED
! Experienced cataloger needed
for library serving Research Department of Union
Carbide Chemicals Company, South Charleston,
West Virginia. Adequate clerical personnel and
equipment available. First duty will be recataloging collection of over 5,000 books. Other duties
include supervision of ordering, responsibility of
special files and indexing or reference work. L.S.
degree required. Contact: General Industrial Relations Department, Union Carbide Chemicals Company, P.O. Box 8004, South Charleston, West Virginia.
LIBRAR~AN
for outstanding journalism library. M.S.
in L.S. with library experience required, preferably
in a journalism or newspaper library. Journalism
training o r newspaper experience also desirable.
Salary commensurate with qualifications. Apply to:
Ralph H. Parker, Librarian, University of Missouri Library, Columbia, Missouri.
LITERATURE
SCIENTIST.Excellent opportunity in
California for woman technical literature specialist
in well-equipped, modern petroleum industry library. Work involves cataloging, preparation of
bibliographies, short literature searches and some
selection of books and other library materials. Require B.S. in physical science and degree in library science or equivalent library experience. Send
resume and salary requirements to Box B-46.

- ---

---

REFERENCE
LIBRARIAN.
LOS Alamos Scientific Laboratory has opening for Reference Librarian to
handle reference activities, prepare bibliographies,
participate in book selection and assist with circulation work in our Open Literature Library.
Must have college degree, preferably in science
and technology, with library training or pertinent
bibliographic experience. Should have reading
knowledge of German, Russian or French. A pleasing personality and ability to work with scientific
personnel important. Salary open. Delightful yearround climate. 24 days annual vacation. Please
send resume to: Recruiting Department, Los Alamcls Scientific Laboratory, University of California,
Los Alamos, New Mexico.

POSITIONS WANTED

LIBRARIAN

WOMAN,B.S. Family Life and equivalent of 5th
year B.S. in L.S. available for administrative work
in newspaper, law, business or health service libraries (medical, nursing, hospital, public health).
Julia Rogan Riley, Apt. #1, 741 Standish PI., Jacksonville, Florida.

F o r cataloging, reference work and literature searching in library of pharrnaceutical organization. Degrees in chemistry o r biological sciences and in library
science. Equivalent experience will be
considered. Languages desirable. Salary
commensurate with education and experience.

1

1

FOR SALE
-

1

Reply to:

-

ELECTRONICS-Rare15-year run from 1945 through
1959 in 48 bound volumes lettered in gold on
black. Complete, like new, including all Buyers
Guide issues. Available at essentially cost of issues
and bindings. Price $375 if picked up by your
truck. Weight 425 Ibs. Five bound volumes of
text-only reprints of 1930-32 issues included free
if desired; these have brown cloth bindings lettered in gold. John Markus, 31 Crescent Place,
Ho-Ho-Kus, New Jersey.
MISCELLANEOUS
Interested in information services? Data processing? Information concepts? Related subjects?
Would you like to discuss them informally with
others similarly interested? (You need not be professionally engaged in any of these fields.) Write
for details to Alan Rogers, c/o Information Discussion Group, 125 Ashland Place, Brooklyn 1,
New York.

MR. E. S. HERLONG, Business Manager
Squibb Institute for Medical Research
New Brunswick
N e w Jersey

TECHNICAL LIBRARIAN
College graduate with tecl~nical background and library training desired for
challenging Lancastcr, Pennsylvania assignment. Responsibilities will include
literature searching and some German
translation. Management potential. Male
preferred b u t not required.
W r i t e to: R. E. DAGLE
Armstrong Cork C o m p a n y
Lancaster, Pennsylvania

ASSISTANT TECHNICAL LIBRARIAN
An excellent o p p o r t u n i t y f o r a m a l e or female in technical information
c e n t e r and library of research-minded, midwest company. Responsibilities
include abstract service, preparation of bibliographies a n d general reference w o r k a n d cataloguing.
R e q u i r e s L i b r a r y Science degree or B.S. degree in Chemistry.
New technical library a n d research center with facilities f o r 200 scientists to be completed by D e c e m b e r .
Starting salary ranges f r o m $5,600 t o $6,400. Includes p a i d vacations.
complete insurance p r o g r a m a n d additional education r e f u n d plan.
L o c a t e d in growing city of 80,000. Excellent recreation facilities including L a k e Decatur. M o d e r n school system plus Millikin University.
L o c a t e d within easy driving distance of St. L o u i s a n d Chicago.

Please send resume of experience und education to G . M . Prust.

A. E. STALEY MANUFACTURING COMPANY
DECATUR,

ILLINOIS

SPECIAL LIBRARIES

TECHNICAL LIBRARIAN
Beloit's newly established technical
library offers you a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to apply your
theories on library function and operation. Beloit's new library is yours
to organize and develop. Services
will include cataloging, abstracting,
indexing, reference work, circulating
of books, reports and periodicals to
the persons concerned. The library
material is primarily technical. Library science degree and/or experience required. For more information
on this unusual opportunity contact:
MR. JERRY G A N N O N
Employment Manager
Beloit Iron Works
Beloit, Wisconsin

of high-speed, high-production
paper machinery since 1858.

Makers

RESEARCH LIBRARIAN
Female librarian for reference service and indexing of current journals
in the chemical, pharmaceutical and
nutritional research fields.
Requires degree in library science,
broad scientific background and
reading knowledge of French and
German.
Liberal benefits, bonus plan, pleasant midwestern community and relocation allowances. Replies confidential.
Please send resume and salary requirement to:

Manager, Technical Employment
Mead Johnson & Company
Evansville 21, Indiana

LIBRARIAN'S
ASSISTANT
Growth of technical library has created an opportunity for an assistant to
the librarian.
Must have some experience in abstracting current literature, filing and
typing.
Degree in library science desirable;
will consider degree in one of the
sciences preferably chemistry with
strong desire to work in a library.
Address all inquiries to:

N. H. Petersen, Res. Pers. Mgr.

MARBON
CHEMICAL
DIV. OF

BORG-WARNER CORP.
Washington, W. Va.

PARK AVENUE BOOKSELLERS LTD.
"purveyors of Technical and Scientific Books
to the Leading Industrial Libraries of t h e
World"

ALL NEW Q IMPORTANT TECHNICAL
AND SCIENTIFIC BOOKS OF ALL PUBLISHERS
Prompt Shipment Guaranteed
Generous Library Discounts Given
Send your next enquiry to:
PARK AVENUE BOOKSELLERS LTD.
38 East 57th Street-Dept. V
New York 22, New York

SWETS & ZElTLlNGER
Keizersgracht 471 & 487
Amsterdam-C. Holland
New and Secondhand Bookdealers
Current Subscriptions
Periodicals, Sets, Backfiles, and Separate
Volumes.

WALTER D. LANTZ
555 WOODSIDE AVE., BERWN,
Suburban Philadelphia
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PA.

Phone: Niagara 4-4944

I

I

I

Expert Service on

MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS

PROFESSIONAL CONSULTING
OPPORTUNITY

for

SPECIAL LIBRARIES
0

Faxon's Librarians Guide
Free on request
0

For the very best subscription service
a t competitive prices-ask

about our

SLA's Consultation Service Committee needs qualified members to
serve as library consultants on a
fee basis, plus expenses. Applicants with library administrative
experience preferred.
Obtain further information and
application form by writing:

Till Forbidden IBM-RAMAC plan.
Mrs. Florence H. Armstrong, Chairman
Defense Systems Division

F. W. FAXON CO., INC.
Boston 15, Mass.

83-91 Francis Street

General Motors Corporation
12 Mile and Mound Roads
Warren, Michigan

Continuous Library Service Since 1886

2s"4

Complete composition, press and pamphlet
binding facilities, coupled with the knowledge and
skill gained through fifty years of experience,
can be put to your use-profitably

VERMONT

THE
PRINTING COMPANY

1I

Brattleboro, Vermont
PRINTERS O F T H E OFFICIAL J O U R N A L O F
SPECIAL LIBRARIES ASSOCIATION

SPECIAL LIBRARIES

Service!

The kind you ask for and seldom get. We

specialize i n your k i n d o f w o r k

. . . offer common expira-

tions, automatic renewals, lowest prices a n d complete
listings. Years o f experience h a v e t a u g h t us w h a t
you w a n t a n d w e are geared to meet your demands.
Write the office nearest y o u for complete information.
Subscription Service Company

diz>i.rim01 EBSCO InausIrIes. \IN. 1230 1st a r e . I!., biruritlgham 3, alabama / 7 8 w e t st., ued ball&, 11. j.
i l 9 c a v o l i i ~ as f . , s a ~ ranfoirio 2. texas .' box 1 5 7 , capitala, calij. / 1823 j e f f e r s o ~place, 11. w . , rc,ashiugtoa 6.
d. c. !h d i r s ~ ~ r - b e i ~mngazirre
~ ~ e f t a g e m y , iirr.. 180 IJ. wahash a w . , rbicago I , ill.

subscriptions to all magazines
serving the special librarians and
their comfxmies throughout the zuorld
for over t hirty-five years

a seruice built on promptness - accuracy
and personal attention to
individual requirements

The

Turner subscriplrurt agency, irrc. 2jj pa,/< auenue south, new york 3 , n.y.

-

Eb- &&, ,, as
..

LIBRARY.
sloping shelves
make titles easy to read.
HOSPITAL.

..

double-faced
and quiet for ward use.

SCHOOL, OFFICE . .

. as extra

shelving, fits neatly under window, in front of radiator.

All steel construction in durable Desert Sand finish.
Write today for complete information and price list.

Versatile Display,
T r u c k or S h e l v i n g

-

-

-

.. .

Library
School
Office
Hospital
will a l l find
uses aplenty for Gaylords' versatile new sloping-shelf
stands. Compact, sturdy and light-weight, in 3- or
6-shelf models, each makes a handsome display for
new or selected titles, or reference works (see above}
also time-saving as work room stand that puts
titles a t slanted easy-to-read angle for cataloging a n d
processhg.

...

Equipped with 4", ball-bearing, swivel casters, they
maneuver smoothly and silently with loads up to 56 and
112 books.

-

-

"SPACE-MASTER" DIMENSIONS
*No. .173 (3-Shelf)
43" high,
28" long, 13N deep. Clearance - mid. 11 st', bottom 14fi".
*No. 176 (6-Shelf) 40" high, 28" long, 20" deep. .Clearance
same as No. 173.

-

-

Bros.,Inc.

L49RA/4YSVPPI/fS
SYRACUSE, N. Y.

STOCKTON, C A L I F .

